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Hundred Voices for a Call 
Quotations from the speeches at the International Conference of Support to the People’s War in India, Hamburg 24 November 2012 
 
We call all the forces that have contributed to this work to advance together, to continue this work in every country, to use all the 
forms of struggle, from the propaganda, to spread information and unite masses, to the actions to hit the symbols of the Indian 
Regime and imperialism. 
International Committee of Support to People’s War in India 

Our comrades in India are fighting a life-or-death struggle against imperialism and its lackeys. Sacrifices are big and they are being 
made for the liberation of humanity from the imperialist yoke by those most oppressed, those most exploited. 
League Against the Imperialist Aggression – Hamburg 

Building broad support to defend the people’s war, building broad resistance to inhuman repression – both complement one 
another. There is a new reality, a transformed situation, being created by the development of the people’s war. It is being created in 
conditions of devastation, of globalisation and the imperialist crisis. But, within that, it is the people’s war, the revolution to seize 
power and build a new democratic society, which creates it. 
Communist Party of India (M-L) Naxalbari 
We carried out a demonstration against Operation Green Hunt, in front of the Indian Embassy. We issued and reproduced 
thousands of posters in support of the People’s War in several regions of the country and developed (also on a permanent way) the 
slogans “Long live the People’s war in India!”, “Long live the CPI Maoist!”, “Down with Operation Green Hunt!” on the walls of 
different regions of the country. We endeavoured to spread documents of the CPI(M) and of the Reolutionary Democratic Front of 
all India. 
Revolutionary Front in Defence of The People’s Rights (Brazil) 

But the Indian people are fighting back, they are waging a new democratic revolution. Under the leadership of the Communist 
Party of India (Maoist), the ongoing People’s War is building thousands of people´s organizations and Revolutionary People’s 
Committees in the countryside. In the cities, mass organizations led by the CPI (Maoist) launch massive mass protest actions, 
shaking the foundations of the reactionary state power. 
Communist Party of Philippines 

It also should be reiterated that the best way to support the revolutionary war in India is to intensify the fight against semi-
feudalism, capitalism, and imperialism everywhere. And that is also to say to launch people’s wars elsewhere. 
Communist (Maoist) Party of Afghanistan 

Today the People’s Liberation Guerrilla Army is our army. They are at the forefront of the revolutionary struggle against 
imperialism, feudalism and capitalism because of the importance of India in the global imperialist economy and geopolitical order. 
Revolutionary Communist Party – Canada 

In this period of crisis of imperialism, the people’s war in India should be a source of inspiration for all communists, 
revolutionaries, the working class and the peoples of the world. 
Maoist Communist Party of France 

People's war in India is a support to the struggle of other peoples of the world, so it should also be made known to those who 
struggle in other countries for the same purpose : the national and social liberation. 
Committee to support the Revolution in India, France 

It is time that people of the world stood up and oppose the Indian comprador-bureaucrat ruling class. And it’s time we organize 
ourselves with the dedication and determination for this purpose. A gigantic mass movement of peoples around the world should be 
built in order to give practical support to the people of India on concrete issues surrounding state repression. 
Mass Line, Nederland 

All of those who combat our imperialism, in India and elsewhere, are our allies in our fight against imperialism, against our 
reformist leaders and for the construction of our party 
OCML Voie Prolétarienne, France 

We have no doubt that the blood-stained hands of the reactionary murderers will be cut by the masses, although they may seem 
strong or these criminals may believe it, they are just paper tigers, in front of the masses people´s war which is almighty and 
invincible. 
Galician Committee to Support People´s War in India 
Construction Committee of the Maoist Communist Party of Galicia, Spanish State 
Not a single internationalist proletarian can be indifferent to the development of Indian revolution. 
Great March towards Communism – Madrid 
… solidarity to the Indian women who are fighting in the nowadays biggest and incisive people's war, that gives a liberating 
response also to the condition of severe sexual violence and oppression that women in India - and in the world - suffer in a so fierce 
manner. In India many rapes are rapes of war, perpetrated by the military and paramilitary forces to suppress and annihilate the 
anger and the strength of women. But for many women the suffered violence and rapes have become a lever to rebel and join the 
people's war 
Revolutionary Proletarian Feminist Movement, Italy 
The Indian comrades make grave sacrifices. The peoples’ war shows us the real meaning of putting the collective before the 
individual. They do not only put the adivasi, the cast less, the peasants and proletarians of India before them self. They put the faith 
of humanity, and the future of the working peoples of the world, before their own lives. 
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India Solidarity, Norway 
The importance of Peoples' War in India is not only in its huge proportions and the corresponding level of genocidal atrocities 
committed by imperialism against the peoples of India, but it is also in its potential. 
Red Action, Croatia 
It is an important task to do propaganda to support people’s war and to give information about the terror of the Indian State and 
Imperialism. Is necessary to build up a wide front of solidarity with the people’s war in India and to spread a revolutionary 
perspective to the peoples to mobilize them for struggles  
Revolutionarer Aufbau 
Committee to Support People’s War in India, Austria 

We affirm that the popular war in India is our war,, because imperialism and its lackeys carry out a war against the exploited 
workers and the oppressed people all over the world and vis-a-vis this violence of reactionary State, only the popular war directed 
by the Communist Maoist party can lead to victory, leberation and the building of the popular power, the new democracy, paving 
the way to socialism. 
Maoist Communist Movement, Tunisia 

 
The following is a letter sent by the CC of the CPI(Maoist) to comrades and friends of Indian Revolution on 30 November 2010, 
after the murder of Comrade Azad. Three years later, we include it in this Bulletin of the International Day of Solidarity in the 
anniversary of the martyrdom of Comrade Azad because it well explains the spirit of internationalist solidarity and remember who 
was Comrade Azad. 

 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (MAOIST) 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

November 30, 2010 
 
Dear Comrades and Friends of Indian Revolution, 

 
On behalf of our Party, the CPI (Maoist), People’s Liberation Guerilla Army (PLGA), Revolutionary People’s 

Committees (RPCs), revolutionary mass organizations and revolutionary people of India, firstly, we send our heartfelt 
Laal Salaam (Red Salutes) to all the parties, organizations, various forums and individuals from India and abroad, who 
had sent condolence messages to our CC and who had condemned the brutal murders of comrades Cherukuri 
Rajkumar (Azad) and Hemchand Pandey on July 1, 2010 by the fascist Indian ruling classes. As all of you have 
acknowledged, losing comrade Azad is one of the biggest blows our party and Indian revolution had suffered. Azad 
was one of the topmost leaders in our party. He has been leading the Indian revolution since a long time. In our 
country, People’s War is intensifying with each passing day. With the aid and support of imperialists, particularly the 
American imperialists, the Indian reactionary ruling classes are trying to suppress the revolutionary movement and are 
carrying on ruthless atrocities in an unprecedented severe manner. In this war between the people and the ruling 
classes, the enemy had particularly schemed to murder our leaders and concentrated on comrades like Azad who are 
leading the revolution. It is as part of that conspiracy that comrade Azad was caught and killed in the most brutal and 
cowardly manner. Comrade Azad was leading the entire urban movement on behalf of our Central Committee and was 
also looking after political propaganda, party periodicals, party education and other such crucial responsibilities. He 
was a most experienced and popular mass leader. He maintained close relations with many comrades at various levels 
and with the revolutionary masses. In the midst of severe repression, he worked selflessly and unflinchingly in spite of 
the many risks involved. It is under such circumstances that the enemy came to know about his whereabouts 
somewhere and could catch him by laying in wait.  

Your messages and condemnations released in the true internationalist spirit had given the necessary moral 
support to the oppressed peoples and the comrades who were grief-stricken with this shocking news. Due to the 
severe repressive conditions here, we could not receive all the messages and even the messages we received had 
reached us very late. Hence we feel very sorry for this delay in sending you a reply.  

Comrade Azad was attracted to the revolutionary movement while he was studying in the Warangal Regional 
Engineering College in 1972. Azad who was exceptionally brilliant in his studies had played a dynamic role in the 
revolutionary movement too. He played a role in the formation of the Radical Students Union (RSU) in 1974. He was 
elected as the state president of RSU in 1978. He was one of the founders of the All India revolutionary student’s 
movement and guided it from its inception in 1985. He played a key role in conducting a seminar on Nationality 
Question in the then Madras city in 1981. Later he took up the responsibility of building the revolutionary movement in 
Karnataka and build up the Maoist party in this State for the first time. He attracted many comrades like Saketh Rajan 
into the party. When opportunistic elements tried to split the party in 1985 and in 1991, comrade Azad had played a 
crucial role in defending party line and keeping it united and strong enough in defeating their opportunist politics.  He 
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worked tirelessly for twenty years as a CC member and Politburo member from 1990 till now. We cannot separate 
Azad’s life from the history of revolutionary movement of the past forty years. Particularly, he played a key role in the 
ideological, political spheres, party education and running of periodicals. He fulfilled the responsibility of the party 
spokesperson since three years as ‘Azad’ in the most excellent and exemplary manner. He used his intellect and sharp 
pen outstandingly in fighting back the ‘War on People’ led by the Manmohan Singh-Sonia-Chidambaram gang. He 
stood as the powerful voice of the people against the rulers and exploiters. In the development of the party’s political 
line, in the development of the party, people’s army and mass organizations, in expanding the movement, in the 
emergence of new democratic power organs and in all the victories won, Azad’s ideological, political work and practice 
played a key role. Unflinching commitment in face of any odds and during the ebb and flow of the movement, great 
sacrificing nature, selflessness, simple living, indefatigable work for the revolution and for the interests of the people, 
astounding study, study of changing phenomena in the society from time to time, being with the people always are 
some of the great proletarian ideals established by Comrade Azad. Though he is no more, it is undeniable that he 
would serve as a revolutionary role model to every revolutionary and particularly to the youth, students and 
intellectuals.  

Hemchand Pandey was a progressive free lance journalist from Uttarakhand who had used his pen to bring to light 
the plight of the poor oppressed people of our country. He was killed as he could bring out the truth behind Azad’s 
murder. The brutal murder of this pro-people young budding intellectual is just another instance of the callousness of 
the fascists. 

You have rightly condemned these ghastly murders by exposing the conspiracy of the Indian ruling classes in 
killing Azad, which is to crush the ever expanding revolutionary movement under the leadership of CPI (Maoist) and to 
render the people and party leaderless. Azad’s murder is the latest one in a series of such murders of our leaders 
carried out in the name of ‘encounters’ for the past 40 years and especially since the successful completion of our 
Unity Congress-9th Congress in 2007. The government had declared CPI (Maoist) to be the biggest internal security 
threat and launched many suppression campaigns to crush the movement, the latest being Operation Green Hunt, 
launched in mid-2009. This is the biggest offensive launched on the revolutionary movement in India so far and it has 
resulted in unprecedented destruction of lives and property of the people. Extra-judicial killings of leaders and 
massacres of people are all part of this counterrevolutionary multi-pronged offensive. 

All of you had condemned this war on Indian people, particularly on the adivasis, with right indignation and 
demanded that it be immediately stopped. The people of revolutionary movement areas warmly remember this 
international solidarity expressed by various parties, organizations, individuals and the proletariat of various countries 
as this is exactly the kind of support which must be extended to any genuine movement of the people when it faces 
such fascist onslaught. We very much appreciate this kind of support and solidarity and firmly assert that we will 
reciprocate the same towards other fighting masses in various parts of the globe. This kind of solidarity infuses great 
confidence and reassurance among the fighting people that there are not alone in their fight. It also points sharply one 
more time towards the common enemies we all are facing, namely imperialism and all kinds of reactionaries. It 
enhances the fighting spirit of the people and helps them to advance the movement firmly. Our party, PLGA, RPCs, 
Revolutionary Mass organizations, revolutionary people and all progressive and democratic forces of our country 
exactly wish for such unity and solidarity at the domestic and international scale. This is extremely important to defend 
the people’s movement and to advance it.  

We once again pledge before all of you that we would carry on the lofty aims of all great martyrs of the world 
proletarian revolution including Comrade Azad and announce that no amount of fascist repression can subdue the 
fighting spirit of our Party and the revolutionary people of India. We will march forward with renewed determination 
braving all kinds of odds and making sacrifices till the final victory. This is our promise to all the friends and well-
wishers of Indian revolution. 

 
 

 LONG LIVE PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM! 
 

 LONG LIVE THE UNITY OF INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAT, REVOLUTIONARY AND 
DEMOCRATIC FORCES AND THE OPPRESSED NATIONS AND PEOPLES ALL OVER THE 
WORLD! 

 
With revolutionary greetings, 

 
 (Abhay) 

Spokesperson, 
Central Committee, 

CPI (Maoist) 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (MAOIST) 
DANDAKARANYA SPECIAL ZONAL COMMITTEE 

May 26, 2013 
 

Elimination of fascist Salwa Judum leader Mahendra Karma: Legitimate  
response to the inhuman atrocities, brutal murders and endless terror  
perpetrated on the Adivasis of Bastar! 

Attack on top Congress leaders: Inevitable reprisal to the fascist Operation 
Green Hunt being carried on by the UPA government hand in glove with 
various state governments! 
 
On May 25, 2013, a detachment of the People's Liberation Guerilla Army conducted a massive attack on the 20 
plus vehicles convoy of Congress party which resulted in wiping out of at least 27 Congress leaders, activists and 
policemen including Mahendra Karma, the bitter enemy of the oppressed people of Bastar and Nand Kumar Patel, 
president of the Congress' state unit. It took place when the Congress party leaders were touring in Bastar region 
as part of their 'Parivartan Yatra' program (i.e. March of Change) keeping their eye on forthcoming assembly 
elections. At least 30 others also were injured in this attack including ex-central minister and veteran Congress 
leader Vidya Charan Shukla. The dog's death of Mahendra Karma, notorious tyrant, murderer, rapist, robber and 
maligned as corrupt, in this historic attack has created a festive atmosphere in entire Bastar region. Former state 
home minister Nand Kumar Patel was also had the history of suppressing the people. It was in his tenure, 
paramilitary force (CRPF) was deployed in Bastar region for the first time. It was also not hidden from anyone 
that the former central minister VC Shukla who had been in various portfolios including Home ministry, was also 
a people's enemy who had acted as a loyal servant of imperialists, comprador bureaucratic bourgeoisie and 
landlords and had played a key role in formulating and implementing exploitative government policies. The goal 
of this attack was mainly to eliminate Mahendra Karma and some other reactionary Congress top leaders as well. 
However, during this massive attack some innocent people and some lower level Congress party activists who 
were in fact not our enemies, were also killed and injured caught in the two-hour long gun battle that ensued 
between our guerrilla forces and the armed police forces. Dandakaranya Special Zonal Committee of Communist 
Party of India (Maoist) regrets for this and expresses condolence and sympathy to the families of the bereaved. 
Dandakaranya Special Zonal Committee of Communist Party of India (Maoist) takes absolute responsibility for 
this attack. We send our revolutionary greetings to the PLGA commanders who led this daring ambush, to the red 
fighters who contributed in this success, to the people who took part in it by lending active support and to the 
entire revolutionary masses of Bastar region. This attack has once again proved the historic fact that those fascists 
who perpetrate violence, atrocities and massacres on the people, will never be forgiven and they would inevitably 
be punished by the people. 
The so-called tribal leader Mahendra Karma was born into a feudal manjhi family. Both his grandfather Masa 
Karma and father Bodda Manjhi were notorious harassers of the people in their times and were acted as trusted 
agents of colonial rulers. His family's entire history is known of inhuman exploitation and oppression of Adivasis. 
Mahendra Karma's political life was started in 1975 as a member of AISF while he was studying the law. He was 
elected as MLA from CPI first in 1978. Later in 1981, when he was denied ticket by CPI, he joined Congress. In 
1996, he had gone with a breakaway faction of Madhavrao Scindhia and became member of Indian Parliament as 
an independent candidate. Later he rejoined the Congress party. 
In 1996, a massive movement took place in Bastar demanding the implementation of Sixth Schedule. Though 
mainly CPI had led that movement, our party - it was CPI (ML) [People's War] then - also took active part in that 
movement mobilizing the masses on a large scale. But Mahendra Karma took bitter stand against that movement 
proving himself as representative of the selfish urban business people, who had come to Bastar as settlers and had 
accumulated massive wealth. Then only his anti-adivasi and pro-comprador nature was clearly exposed before the 
people. Since the 1980s, he had strengthened the bonds with big business and capitalist classes in Bastar. 
Then in 1999, Karma's name was exposed in a big scam called 'Malik Makbuja'. A Lokayukta report revealed that 
in the period of 1992-96, Mahendra Karma hand in glove with timber black-marketers had made millions of 
rupees by cheating adivasi people and colluding with revenue and forest officials and the district collector. 
Though a CBI probe was ordered into this scam, nothing harm was done to the culprits as always happen. 
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Mahendra Karma was minister of jails in undivided Madhya Pradesh. Later became industries and commerce 
minister in Ajit Jogi's government when Chhattisgarh state was carved out of it.  At that time a forceful land 
acquisition took place in Nagarnar for the proposed steel plant by Romelt/NMDC. While the local people refused 
to give up their lands, Mahendra Karma took stand against the people and in favor of the capitalists. He played a 
key role in forcibly taking away the lands by suppressing the people with support of brutal police force. The 
people who lost their lands in Nagarnar received neither compensation nor the employment as government had 
promised till now. They were forced to disperse. 
>From the very beginning, Mahendra Karma stood as an arch enemy of the revolutionary movement. The reason 
is clear - hailed from a typical feudal family and 'grown up' as an agent of big business and bourgeois classes. The 
first Jan Jagaran ('awareness') campaign was launched in 1990-91 against the revolutionary movement. The 
revisionist CPI had participated in that counter-revolutionary campaign. Karma and many of his relatives 
belonged to the landlord classes had actively participated in it. The second Jan Jagaran campaign was launched in 
1997-98 led by Mahendra Karma himself. This was started in Mahendra Karma's own village Faraspal and its 
surrounding villages and spread up to Bhairamgarh and Kutru areas. Hundreds of people were tortured and 
arrested and sent to jails. Many an incidents of looting and setting fire to houses took place. Womenfolk were 
raped. However, under the leadership of our party and mass organizations people came together and strongly 
countered this counter-revolutionary onslaught. Within a short time, this campaign was defeated. 
Later the revolutionary movement became more consolidated. Anti-feudal struggles were intensified in many 
areas. Landlords like Podia Patel, the brother of Mahendra Karma, and some close relatives of him were killed as 
part of mass resistance actions. In many villages the power of feudal forces and bad gentry was thrown out and the 
process of establishment of People's Revolutionary Power organs began. The feudal forces including Mahendra 
Karma were very furious as their lands were redistributed among the poor and landless peasants and the customs 
like unjustly forcing the people to pay penalties to the landlords were stopped. They opposed the progressive 
changes like stopping of forced marriages of women, discouraging polygamy etc. also. And at the same time, the 
revolutionary movement was seemed as a hurdle by the corporate houses like Tatas and Essars who started their 
attempts to plunder away the natural resources of Bastar region. So, they naturally colluded with the counter-
revolutionary elements like Mahendra Karma. They fed him with millions of coffers in order to create conducive 
atmosphere for their arbitrary depredations. On the other hand, after the emergence of CPI (Maoist) as a country-
wide consolidated party as an outcome of the merger between the genuine revolutionary organizations, 
exploitative ruling classes intensified their counter-revolutionary onslaught in the guidance of the imperialists so 
as to crush the revolutionary movement. Thus, a brutal attack in connivance with the Congress and the BJP has 
started in Bastar region namely 'Salwa Judum'. So many followers and relatives of Mahendra Karma like Soyam 
Muka, Rambhuvan Kushwaha, Ajay Singh, Vikram Mandavi, Gannu Patel, Madhukarrao, and Gota Chinna etc. 
emerged as key leaders of Salwa Judum. 
One can hardly find any examples in the history to compare the severity of the devastation and barbarity caused 
by Salwa Judum to the lives of the Bastar people. It killed more than one thousand people in cold blood; torched 
640 villages into ashes, robbed thousands of houses; ate or took away chickens, goats, pigs, etc.; forced more than 
two million people to be displaced; dragged more than 50 thousand people into state-run 'relief' camps. Thus the 
Salwa Judum became anathema to the people. Hundreds of women were gang raped. Many women were 
murdered after rape. Massacres took place in many places. The atrocities perpetrated on the people and havoc 
created by the hooligans of Salwa Judum, the police and paramilitary forces, especially the Naga and Mizo 
battalions crossed all limits. There were several incidents in which people were brutally cut into pieces before 
being dumped in rivers. Cherli, Kotrapal, Mankeli, Karremarka, Mosla, Munder, Padeda, Paralnar, Pumbad, 
Gaganpalli. in many villages people were killed en masse. Hundreds of tribal youth were recruited as SPOs and 
were turned into hardened criminals. Mahendra Karma himself led the attacks on several villages in the name of 
conducting meetings and marches. Many women were raped by the goons with the direct instigation of Mahendra 
Karma. He was directly involved in many incidents of burning the villages, torturing and murdering the people. 
Thus, in the minds of the people of Bastar, Mahendra Karma remained as an inhuman killer, rapist, dacoit and a 
loyal broker of the big capitalists. In entire Bastar people have been demanding our party and the PLGA for many 
years that he must be punished. Many of them came forward voluntarily to give active support in this task. There 
were also a few attempts, but due to petty mistakes and other reasons he was able to escape. 
With this action we have taken revenge of over a thousand adivasis who were brutally murdered in the hands of 
Salwa Judum goons and government armed forces. We also have taken revenge on behalf of those hundreds of 
mothers and sisters who were subjected to cruelest forms of violence, humiliation and sexual assault. We have 
taken revenge on behalf of the thousands of Bastarites who lost their homes, cattle, chickens, goats, bald, pottery, 
clothing, grain, crops . everything and were forced to live a miserable life in subhuman conditions. 
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Immediately after this attack, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, UPA Chairperson Sonia Gandhi, Chhattisgarh 
Chief Minister Raman Singh etc. dubbed this as an attack on democracy and democratic values. One wonders 
whether these pet dogs of exploiter classes have any moral qualification even to take the name of democracy! Of 
late, on May 17, when eight people including three innocent children were killed by police and paramilitary forces 
in Edsametta village of Bijapur district, then why did none of these leaders bother to think about 'democracy'? 
Between January 20 to 23, when villages named Doddi Tumnar and Pidiya of Bijapur district were attacked by 
your forces who torched 20 houses and a school house run by the people, did your 'democracy' flourish there? 
Exactly 11 months ago, on the night of June 28, 2012 in Sarkinguda village, 17 adivasis were slaughtered and 13 
women were gang raped.  Were those incidents a part of your 'democratic values'? Does your 'democracy' only 
applicable to the mass murderers like Mahendra Karma and ruling class agents like Nand Kumar Patel? Whether 
the poor adivasis of Bastar, the elderly, children and the women come under the umbrella of your 'democracy' or 
not? Are the massacres of adivasis a part of your 'democracy'? Do any of those who are shouting loudly against 
this attack have any answer for these questions?By the end of 2007, Salwa Judum was defeated by the resistance 
of the masses. Then in 2009, Congress-led UPA-2 has unleashed a countrywide offensive by name Operation 
Green Hunt (OGH). The US imperialists are not only giving guidance and help and support, but by deploying 
their special forces in India they also are actively participating in counter-insurgency operations. They are giving 
emphasis on killing the Maoist leadership. The Union government has so far sent more than 50 thousand 
paramilitary forces to Chhattisgarh as part of ongoing OGH, i.e. 'War on People'. As a result, there has been 
manifold increase in massacres and destruction. 400 adivasis were killed by central and state armed forces here in 
Bastar so far since 2009. From mid-2011, Army troops have been creating bases in Bastar region in the name of 
setting up 'training schools'. Both Chidambaram and Shinde, the former and present home ministers, including 
PM Manmohan Singh have been eagerly rendering all support to the Chhattisgarh government and expressing full 
satisfaction over Raman Singh government's performance in crushing revolutionary movement. Raman Singh too 
has been expressing his gratitude on every occasion for Centre's help. Therefore, in Chhattisgarh, there are no 
differences between ruling BJP and opposition Congress in terms of policies of suppressing the revolutionary 
movement. Only due to public pressure, as well as to gain electoral benefits, some of the local leaders of the 
Congress at times came in condemnation of incidents like Sarkinguda and Edsametta massacres. Their opposition 
is sham which is nothing more than opportunism. Both Congress and BJP are same in implementing corporate 
friendly and oppressive policies. The frequent penetration of Greyhounds forces across the Chhattisgarh borders 
from Andhra Pradesh, and the mass murders it committed first in Kanchal (2008) and recently in Puwwarti (May 
16, 2013) are part and parcel of the oppressive policies adopted and implemented by Congress party. That's why 
we have targeted top leaders of Congress. 
Today, Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Raman Singh, Home Minister Nankiram Kanwar, Ministers Ramvichar 
Netam, Kedar Kashyap, Vikram Usendi, Governor Shekhar Dutt, Maharashtra Home Minister RR Patil etc.; DGP 
Ram Niwas, ADG Mukesh Gupta and other senior officials of the police, who are hell-bent on crushing the 
revolutionary movement of Dandakaranya, are in the big illusion that they are unbeatable. Mahendra Karma also 
has kept the illusion that Z plus Security and bullet-proof vehicles would save him forever. In the history of the 
world, Hitler and Mussolini were in the same pride that no one could beat them. In the contemporary history of 
our country, the fascists like Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi also were victims of similar misgivings. But the 
People are invincible. People only are the makers of the history. Ultimately, a handful of exploiters and a few of 
their pet dogs will only be thrown in the dustbin of the history. 
Dandakaranya Special Zonal Committee of Communist Party of India (Maoist) calls upon the workers, peasants, 
students, intellectuals, writers, artists, media persons and all other democrats to demand the governments to stop 
the OGH immediately; to withdraw all kinds of paramilitary forces from Dandakaranya; to give up the conspiracy 
of deploying the Army in the name of 'training'; to put an end to the interference of Air Force; to release all the 
revolutionary activists and ordinary adivasis languishing in various jails immediately; to scrap the cruel laws like 
UAPA, CSPSA, MACOCA, AFSPA, etc.; to cancel the all those MoUs signed with the corporate houses with the 
aim of plundering the natural wealth of the country. 
 
(Gudsa Usendi) 
Spokesperson 
Dandakaranya Special Zonal Committee 
CPI (Maoist) 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (MAOIST) 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

Press Release
 

June 11, 2013 

See through the conspiracy of the ruling classes to launch bigger offensives 
on the people using the 25 May attack as a pretext 

Unite, Fight back and Defeat the ‘War on People’ 
The gangster community that made Indian Parliament its lair is in panic. Terrified. Aflutter. Seething. Fuming. Up 

in arms. Baying for blood. Baring its fangs. Spitting poison. After all the May 25 Jeeramghati attack struck down one 
of their best trusted lieutenants in field. Quite Understandable. 

Actually speaking, the scamster-gangster bunch does not care much for Mahendra Karma’s death because they 
knew that this was something waiting to happen even when they were carrying on mayhem and murder under Salwa 
Judum (SJ) which they all had contributed to create or let pester like senators watching gladiatorial contests in amphi-
theaters, with Karma as SJ’s public face and with the support of fascist central and state mercenary armed forces. They 
are frightened more because in this country where every kind of exploitation, oppression, suppression, corruption and 
scam is carried on almost unchallenged, as the order of the day and shamelessly under public gaze, the fact that 
somebody ‘out there’ can bring these fascist scamster-gangsters to book and deliver justice is not so easy to stomach. It 
is like finding oneself completely naked and vulnerable with all robes of Z plus securities and paraphernalia of security 
suddenly vanishing into thin air with the fury of the suppressed masses breathing down their necks. Highly explicable. 
A strong reason to be upset.  

Who knows who will be next? More chillingly, what would be in store if people completely vexed with the 
increasingly unbearable treacherous, undemocratic, slavish and wicked anti-people deeds of the pet-dog politicians 
choose to consider this as an option to vent their ire to put an end to their habitual comprador performance? Even 
worse, what if they consider doing away with the whole bunch by overthrowing the parliamentary system as the 
Maoists vouch to and call upon the people to follow? Very worrying indeed. 

And for once it is better that they be. They better understand that not every politician can get away with the kind 
of neo-fascist suppression of the poorest of the poor of this country that was perpetrated in the name of a Salwa Judum, 
a Sendra, a Shanti Yatra, a Shanti Sena, a Harmad Bahini, a Bhairav Bahini, a TPC or an Operation Green Hunt, can 
get away with selling the riches of our country one by one as a daily routine at breakfast, lunch and dinner to fill the 
insatiable black-hole belly of the imperialist beast, can get away with turning every word that gives meaning to our 
existence as human beings like freedom, independence, sovereignty, self-reliance and democracy meaningless. They 
better realize for the umpteenth time (counting all such instances since the days of a Spartacus) that a people crushed so 
cruelly can never take everything lying down forever. For once it is better that they be alarmed. 

Karma, a medieval type land lord, architect of SJ, looter, sadist, rapist and enemy of his own tribe; most of his 
security men, cannon fodder but undoubtedly deployed to aid in his mayhem and massacre; some SJ leaders; and some 
top Congress leaders were wiped out in the 25 May incident. Unfortunately a few others who got caught in the initial 
firing also died in spite of our sincere efforts to minimize the casualties once the main targets were caught and 
Comrade Gudsa Usendi, the Spokesperson of our Party’s DK unit had already tendered apology for it. The list of 
brutalities perpetrated by Karma and his ilk could fill many a volume. Though not all, many of them have been 
documented in detail by the CPI (Maoist), revolutionary and democratic mass organizations, civil and human rights 
organizations, democrats, journalists and concerned citizens for all those who want to see. There is no purpose to the 
various conspiracy theories doing their rounds in the media about the reasons for this attack other than diverting the 
people’s attention from the truth. An unabashed conspiracy by the corporate media to hide the truth about the brutality 
of the SJ and the role of the Indian Army, big corporate houses, central and state governments, the Congress and BJP 
parties and slaughterers like Karma in its creation and developing it into a man-eating monster. Such is its impatience 
to get rid of the Maoists that it did not even take into account that SJ was termed illegal by their own highest institution 
the Supreme Court. And all of them including Jairam Ramesh have once again repeated the most nonsensical and 
exhausted argument of ‘sandwich theory’ that Adivasis are being crushed between the armed forces on one side and the 
Maoists on the other. If they really believe in this then why don’t they demand first that the armed forces deployed in 
lakhs by the central and state governments be immediately withdrawn when they are agreeing that they suppress 
Adivasis? Their lies fly in their face with the fact that the overwhelming majority of Maoists are Adivasis in the strong 
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areas of the movement. Our Party reiterates that we never work against the interests of the people. It is solely the ruling 
classes and their forces that suppress the people and our Party fights it back. 

Let all the people’s enemies face the truth – the plain simple naked truth. Our Party and the PLGA defend the 
right of the people to defend themselves from oppressors and looters and on May 25 our brave PLGA guerillas led the 
people from the front to eliminate one of the arch enemies of the revolutionary people of India, particularly 
Dandakaranya people and more particularly Bastar people and some other people’s enemies as part of their broader 
resistance to big landlords and corporate exploitation and loot. And we take this occasion to deafeningly declare one 
more time that our PLGA would continue defending the people and their right to defend themselves and would lead 
them from the front as long as government forces, state-sponsored vigilante gangs and class enemies continue their 
‘War on People’. For, the oppressed have nothing without the People’s Army.  

This is as much as the 25 May incident is concerned. But what we really want to draw the attention of the people 
to is the perplexing way in which democracy comes up for discussion only when such attacks happen. Isn’t it too much 
of an oddity that it becomes the rarest of the rarest available commodity in the market square of the Parliament and is 
up for sale only when the toiling masses do a Bhagat Singh in some remote corners of our country? In fact, we are also 
weary of the manner in which we Maoists also make headlines only during such incidents. So for a change, why don’t 
we look at what is happening as a routine in our daily lives to make democracy or Maoism a topic of everyday 
relevance? 

True to its social fascist character the CPI (M) politburo demanded “firm action” to put an end to “these Maoists 
depredations” and urged “all democratic forces to fight the politics of violence by the Maoists” and all the major 
political parties from Congress and BJP to SP and JD (U) went over the top in condemning this attack without speaking 
a single word about the actual reasons behind it. Corporate media was at its lying best and bayed for the blood of the 
Maoists more than any other so-called democratic institutions, bootlicking scoundrel that it is. The meeting on internal 
security with the Chief Ministers and the later all-party meeting both held in the aftermath of the 25 May incident 
described it as a "direct attack on democracy and freedom". The CMs unanimously declared – “We strongly disagree 
with the ideology of the Maoists. They want to overthrow parliamentary democracy and Constitution of India through 
violent means... this must be resisted with all our might.” They resolved “to use all legitimate means at their disposal” 
to counter the activities of the CPI (Maoist) and barked that they would not tolerate it or compromise about it. 

"We appeal to the youth of the affected states to give up violence and pursue their goals through legitimate and 
democratic means. We assure them that we are sensitive to their concerns and will make every effort to bring them into 
the mainstream of social and political life," the resolution added. The same feeling was expressed at the all-party 
meeting.  

Democracy? Freedom? Whose and what for? Better ask the women who were raped/gang raped and/or killed and 
the children who have been witnessing and are even victims of atrocities/massacres that are being committed by 
vigilante gangs like SJ and armed forces on their families and villages what these hollow words mean. The only 
democracy we see is democracy for the looters to hand over the riches of our country for peanuts to the imperialists and 
crave for their share in the remains. The only freedom we see is that of the armed forces to loot, destruct, rape, 
massacre and forcefully displace the oppressed masses for the interests of the imperialists, comprador bureaucratic 
bourgeoisie (CBB) and the big land lords. The Indian Parliament is one of the most rotten institutions in the world that 
allows and facilitates all this in the name of ‘democracy and freedom’. So what’s wrong in wanting to or calling upon 
to overthrow an institution that led the people of our country since six decades into a dark tunnel with no egress leaving 
no option but to destroy it? Have you not taught in schools that democracy is by the people, for the people and of the 
people? Then do the people not have a right to reject it or even overthrow it when it exists and works exactly to harm 
their interests? Leave aside attacks like a Tadimetla or a Jeeramghati. They are tactics and an inevitable part of people’s 
resistance when lakhs of forces get deployed with huge gear of modern weapons to repress them as mentioned above. 
Don’t reduce our political line and praxis to such attacks. CPI (Maoist) is a political party with a clear cut scientific 
ideology - Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, political line and political programme that would lead to the establishment of 
genuine democracy for the people of our country. Whoever wants to talk or write anything about Maoists better go 
through it first before labeling us with various names like terrorists, left wing extremists etc.  

Briefly, it states - India is a semi-colonial semi-feudal country; the targets of our revolution are imperialism, the 
comprador bureaucratic capitalism and feudalism exploiting and oppressing the people of our country and are to be 
overthrown through New Democratic Revolution (NDR) to establish a People’s Democratic Federal Republic. 
Contradiction between feudalism and broad masses is the principal contradiction at present. During the process of 
resolving this contradiction through the armed agrarian revolution, which is the axis of the new democratic revolution, 
that is, protracted people’s war, the resolution of other contradictions will be facilitated. The semi-colonial semi-feudal 
character of Indian society determines that the Indian revolution would have to pass through two stages. The task of 
first stage is to change the semi –colonial, semi -feudal society into an independent new democratic society through the 
resolution of the two fundamental contradictions of the present Indian society, i.e. the contradiction of the Indian 
people with imperialism and the contradiction of the broad masses with feudalism. Again, in its continuity, the task of 
second stage is to establish the socialist system and continuing the revolution advancing towards communism on the 
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world scale. This new democratic state will be the people’s democratic dictatorship exercised by the united front 
comprising the proletariat, peasantry, petty-bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie class under the leadership of the 
proletariat based upon the worker-peasant alliance. The state will guarantee real democracy for the vast majority of the 
people while exercising dictatorship over the tiny minority of the exploiters. This new democratic revolution will bring 
national independence uprooting the imperialist slavery, exploitation and control, and will establish the people’s 
democracy uprooting the feudal autocracy.  

Workers, peasants and urban poor who form the overwhelming majority of the population in our country are 
living in utter poverty as victims of hunger, disease, inhuman feudal-imperialist exploitation and oppression and they 
would be liberated from all these through NDR. It uproots the Brahminical feudal hierarchical inhuman caste system 
that kept crores of Dalits and other oppressed castes in suppression since centuries and the feudal and imperialist 
patriarchal social system that had been exploiting and oppressing half of the population i.e., women. It destroys the 
Hindu chauvinist domination that had been oppressing the religious minorities in our country particularly on Muslims 
and Christians. Vast majority of the Adivasis have long been deprived of their land and other traditional means of 
livelihood without providing any alternative and have been the major victims of ‘development’ and ‘displacement’. 
They would live a life of dignity, freedom and self-reliance in a new democratic society.  Present day India is a prison-
house of nationalities. The New Democratic state would unequivocally recognize the right to self-determination of the 
nationalities including the right to secession and the New Democratic India would be formed only with those states that 
voluntarily stay within it. The rotten, decaying, antidemocratic, anti-people, obnoxious semi-colonial and semi-feudal 
culture that is dominating all the spheres of our life would be destroyed. Hatred for labour, patriarchy, superstition, 
autocracy, imperialist slavery, national chauvinism, communalism, casteism, blind greed, self-centredness, consumerist 
culture, and perverted sex-centered ideology and culture would be ended. Feudal culture which is primarily the 
Brahminical caste-based culture of engrained superiority would be extinguished.  

This state will try its best to peacefully and fairly settle border, water and other disputes with neighbouring 
countries and will develop friendly relations with them. This state will never exert any expansionist behaviour with the 
neighbouring countries. This People’s Democratic State will establish unity with the international proletariat and the 
oppressed nations of the world; opposes imperialist war and aggression, bullying, subversion and interference etc. It 
will support and help by all means the revolutionary struggles and revolutionary war, especially the ongoing struggles 
under the leadership of various Maoist revolutionary forces against capitalism, imperialism and reaction the world 
over.  

A succinct 25-point programme of the People’s Democratic Federal Republic or New Democratic State is clearly 
laid down in the Party Programme of CPI (Maoist) for anybody who cares to go through it. Let any debates on Maoists 
center on it.     

The ruling classes are appealing to the youth to give up violence and pursue their goals through legitimate and 
democratic means. Fair enough? Isn’t it common sense that even to use ‘legitimate and democratic means’ you need 
some semblance of democracy at least? The workers organizations/trade unions, the peasant and agricultural laborer 
organizations, the women’s organizations, cultural organizations, student and youth organizations and even children’s 
organizations are banned. Voices of writers, cultural artistes, democrats, intellectuals and their organizations are stifled. 
Fundamental rights get curbed on a daily basis. Draconian laws are promulgated or updated in the footsteps of the 
colonialists with unfailing regularity in step with the intensifying repressive measures. Courts side with the big 
scamster-gangsters, treacherous politicians, smugglers and criminals, while political and social activists and innocent 
people are thrown into jails, maimed with tortures and put to death. This is what the youth of our beloved country with 
huge potential to develop our country into a genuine independent sovereign prosperous democratic state is going 
through. The lakhs of youth that have been murdered in cold-blood by the Indian security forces in Kashmir, North-
East and in the vast rural tracts of Andhra Pradesh, Dandakaranya, Bihar-Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal, 
Maharashtra, UP, Karnataka, Assam, MP and other areas of revolutionary movement is the cream of present day India 
with independent creative thinking and productivity that is forming/joining democratic, national liberation and 
revolutionary organizations and parties to give a better shape to the future of our  beloved country. The glaring fact is 
that youth have taken up arms as a historic task of the oppressed masses to shape their future with their own hands 
relying on their own strength and their own people only after decades of recurring and frustrating failure of the Indian 
State to respond to their usage of ‘legitimate and democratic means’ to gain their genuine demands and rights. 
Appealing to them to give up arms for ‘legitimate and democratic means’ is not only putting things upside down but 
also a cruel joke. Youth have not taken up guns because they fancy them or in an atmosphere where there was no 
dearth of legitimate and democratic means or because they don’t value democracy. It is quite the opposite. They are 
taking up guns because they want genuine democracy. Our NDR promises exactly that, which is the exact opposite of 
the present pseudo one. 

The government that did not even mention basic concerns of the people like land, education, health etc in the CMs 
meet and the all-party meet is now announcing training programmes to train thousands of youth and particularly the 
Adivasis and women and is promising employment to at least half the trainees. This comes under the ‘development’ 
package (the other being the ‘repression’ package, the package of death and destitution with which the youth are more 
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familiar in reality). You pull away the land from under their feet, displace them from their centuries old abodes, isolate 
them from their traditional means of living in forests and lands and then give just a few thousands of them training that 
does not really make them self-reliant, with false promises of jobs for even lesser number of people. What a convoluted 
concept of development! Low paid jobs for a tiny section even if provided would not be enough to fulfill the basic 
minimum needs of a family. With access to all traditional means of subsistence that were available while living in a 
forest cut off and the devaluation of the rupee, the situation turns even worse. The audacity with which the ruling 
classes declare that ‘they are sensitive to the concerns of the youth’ baffles. As all these are sham concerns the 
galloping rate of unemployment and underemployment becomes the ground reality. If they are really sensitive then 
why are PESA, 5th and 6th Schedules and FRA that the Indian Parliament had itself passed and are ‘serious concerns of 
the youth’ not being implemented? One must realize that all this is done as part of the psychological warfare against the 
Maoist Party to wean the youth away from it. 

While the PM said government was willing to talk to all ‘extremist groups’ within the ambit of Constitution at the 
CMs meet, Home secretary RK Singh said there was no space for talks with Maoists after May 25 incident! So much 
for who decides such policies. However, our party had already several times in the past categorically stated our stand 
on going to talks with the government. We just want to draw the attention of the people and democrats who are 
advocating talks with the government or seize fire to the backdrop of such offers to judge for themselves the sincerity 
behind such offers - not a single day passes without some operation by armed forces being carried on in the Maoist 
movement areas to kill, destruct, torture and rape and several of our top leaders are languishing in jails in inhumane 
conditions since many years denied even basic amenities and bails. 

Coming to the present context, the Indian ruling classes have already been making unprecedented preparations for 
another big offensive to finish off the Maoists but are now trying to use the 25 May incident as the pretext for it. The 
upcoming elections are another strong reason behind this intensification and expansion of OGH. And it is by now a 
well documented and well established fact that all this is being done to forcefully implement the various MoUs for 
mining and other ‘development’ projects in Adivasi areas. We appeal to one and all to see through the ploy and don’t 
fall into the trap of thinking that incidents like May 25 are leading to more repression. In fact, massacres like in 
Edesmeta on May 17 where eight Adivasis including three children were killed by armed forces, just preceding it are 
part of the already intensified ‘War on People’. Along with massacres, the new offensive would mainly include air 
attacks, i.e. direct involvement of multiple units of helicopters of Indian Air Force and Unmanned Air Vehicles-Drones 
too. The Defence Minister said that Army would not be deployed but the fact is that the covert role of the Army has 
already increased manifold before and also after the May 25 attack. The preparations are on war footing like invading 
another country. The people of Edesmeta after the May 17 massacre put it poignantly – ‘they want to finish us Adivasis 
off’.  

On this occasion, we once again appeal to the people who are fleeing from their villages after fascist massacres 
like Sarkinguda, Edesmeta etc fearing complete extinction not to do so and to stand united under the leadership of 
Krantikari Janatana Sarkars to fight back the Indian state’s offensive. The Party and PLGA vouch to defend you and 
your rights with our lives.  

We appeal to the workers, peasants, students, youth, intelligentsia, democrats, women, Dalits, Adivasis and people 
of oppressed nationalities and religious minorities and all the organizations of these classes, communities and sections 
i.e., the vast masses of our country to see through the evil designs of the ruling classes, the arch lackeys of imperialists, 
particularly US imperialists that are once again uniting for another big offensive as part of the more cruel-inhumane-
fascist War on People. Unite together as a mighty struggling force in an unprecedented and broadest possible manner to 
fight against it and to defeat the unjust war of suppression. Only by doing so we can march towards ending the ever 
threatening danger of the menace of state terrorism and achieving genuine democracy and real freedom and also save 
our youth – the most valuable treasure for the future of our country.  

 
(Abhay) 

Spokesperson, 
Central Committee, CPI (Maoist) 
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Brasil 

Belo Horizonte 
Activists of the Revolutionary Front for the Defense of the People - FRDDP (Brazil) realized actions of 
propaganda on 1st July in occasion of the International Day to Support People's War in India. An action took 
place at the Praça Sete, in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais. 
Organized by FRDDP, activists of A Nova Democracia, a newspaper part of democratic and popular press in 
Brazil, distributed an edition of the newspaper containing News of People's Wars, a section dedicated to 
inform about the revolutionary armed struggles led by Maoist communist parties in different parts of the 
world. Hundreds of copies of the newspaper were distributed. 

Posters in support of People's War in India 
made by FRDDP were fixed in the square 
and activists raised banners reading: 
"Long live the heroic resistance of the 
adivasi people and all Indian peasants" 
and 
"Down with Operation Green Hunt!" 
In their speeches to the public, the FRDDP 
activists spoke about the struggle of the 
Indian people and made propaganda of the 
heroic People's War led by the Communist 
Party of India (Maoist) among workers and 
students passing in that square. 

 

Rio de Janeiro 
Also in Rio, during the demonstration on June 30 at the Maracana, FRDDP activists raised a banner with the 
reading: 'Long live the people's war in India!'. 
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Viva a Guerra Popular na Índia! 
Viva o Partido Comunista da Índia (Maoísta)! 
 
“O imperialismo e todos reacionários são um tigre de papel” Presidente Mao Tsetung 
Neste dia 1º de julho de 2013, completa-se três anos do covarde assassinato pelas mãos do fascista Estado indiano do destacado dirigente 
comunista do proletariado indiano e internacional, Cherukuri Rajkumar, o camarada Azad. 
Em honra de sua memória e em apoio e solidariedade a grande Guerra Popular desenvolvida pelas massas populares indianas sob a liderança do 
PCI(M) – Partido Comunista da Índia (Maoísta), através do glorioso Exército Guerrilheiro Popular de Libertação (EGPL), que o proletariado e os 
povos de todo o mundo unem-se neste dia 1º de Julho no “Dia internacional de apoio à Guerra Popular na Índia”, ecoando pelos quatro cantos do 
mundo o grito de “Viva a Guerra Popular na Índia!”, “Viva o PCI (Maoísta)!” 
O Presidente Mao disse “A lei do imperialismo é provocar distúrbios e fracassar, voltar a provocar distúrbios e fracassar outra vez, tornar a 
provocar distúrbios até sua derrocada final. Por sua vez a lei do povo é lutar e fracassar, voltar a lutar e fracassar outra vez, voltar a lutar até 
triunfar totalmente.” 
Em meio a profunda e prolongada crise, e em uma tentativa desesperada de conjurar sua derrocada, o imperialismo não pode fazer mais do que 
aprofundar e ampliar o fascismo em toda linha, estender a todo globo as guerras imperialistas de rapina e de dominação por uma nova partilha e 
repartilha do mundo, conduzindo o mundo a uma militarização sem precedentes. Tudo isto é parte da preparação e acúmulo da Terceira Guerra 
Mundial imperialista. 
Diante da guerra imperialista o proletariado e povos oprimidos de todo mundo, por sua vez respondem em massivas rebeliões. Da América Latina 
ao Sul Sudeste asiático, da Europa ao Magreb e Oriente médio, grandes ondas de levantamentos das massas populares sacodem a velha ordem, 
fazendo ecoar a consigna “Rebelar-se é justo”. Todas essas lutas, ainda que não possuam uma direção proletária organizada, somam-se à Grande 
Onda da Revolução Proletária Mundial, que se levanta. Sob a direção de autênticos partidos comunistas marxistas-leninistas-maoístas, os povos 
do mundo resistem e combaterão a guerra imperialista mundial com a Guerra Popular mundial. 
No sul da Ásia e no mundo, a grande Guerra Popular na Índia dirigida pelo Partido Comunista da Índia (Maoísta), é a grande chama que ilumina 
o caminho e impulsiona as lutas de libertação nacional dos países oprimidos e de todas as massas populares, tornando todo o subcontinente na 
mais avançada trincheira da revolução proletária mundial hoje. 
O presidente Mao ensinou que “A tarefa principal e a forma mais elevada de toda a revolução é a revolução por meio da força armada, a dizer a 
solução do problema por meio da guerra.” 
Mais de 46 anos de Guerra Popular, enfrentando o vento e a maré, a revolução na Índia provou a verdade dita pelo Presidente Mao de que “um 
povo que não possui um exército nada tem”. 
Persistindo na luta armada revolucionária os maoístas indianos puderam tomar as contribuições do pensamento desenvolvido pelo camarada 
Charu Mazumdar e assim, através da Guerra Popular, unir a verdade universal do maoísmo á prática concreta da revolução na Índia. 
Desenvolvendo a luta de duas linhas e a linha de massas, os maoístas indianos, derrotaram as diferentes linhas revisionistas, os desvios de direita 
e de “esquerda” e lograram unir as diferentes frações do movimento maoísta sob a base da Guerra Popular, abrindo uma nova fase para a 
revolução na Índia com a criação do grande Partido Comunista da Índia (Maoísta) em 2004. 
A criação do PCI (Maoísta) abriu uma fase de novos desenvolvimentos para a Guerra Popular e trouxe pavor às classes dominantes e o 
imperialismo. Na tentativa de conjurar o desenvolvimento da guerra Popular, o velho Estado indiano, mobilizou centenas de milhares de 
soldados, forças policiais e paramilitares para defender os interesses das classes dominantes locais e estrangeiras, promovendo “uma guerra negra 
contra o povo”, denominada “Operação Caçada Verde”. Contra esta verdadeira “Guerra contra o Povo” vozes democráticas levantaram-se na 
Índia e no mundo e, por sua vez, as massas armadas e organizadas defendendo seus direitos e conquistas, têm feito voar pelos ares os planos dos 
imperialistas de derrotar a revolução. 
* 
Neste dia 1º de julho, dia internacional de apoio à Guerra Popular na Índia, nós revolucionários brasileiros, convocamos a todas as personalidades 
democráticas, intelectuais honestos e a todo povo brasileiro a ampliar e multiplicar os esforços e iniciativas permanentes de denúncia perante o 
povo brasileiro e a opinião pública internacional da injusta “Guerra contra o povo”, levada a termo pelo fascista Estado Indiano através da 
chamada “Operação Caçada Verde”, com o objetivo de deter o processo revolucionário. Denunciar e repudiar todos os crimes cometidos por este 
decrépito Estado contra revolucionários e massas populares. 
Conclamamos a todas personalidades democráticas e a todo povo brasileiro, a solidarizar-se com as dezenas de milhares de presos políticos e 
prisioneiros de guerra revolucionários, que resistem dentro das masmorras do velho e fascista Estado indiano. Denunciar as sistemáticas violações 
dos direitos do povo, de todas convenções internacionais de direitos, as torturas, aniquilamento seletivos de revolucionários através de “falsos 
encontros” e massacres de camponeses pobres advasis e massas, pelo velho Estado Indiano.  
Faz-se necessário erguer uma grande campanha em nosso país e no mundo em defesa de seus direitos, do reconhecimento de sua condição de 
presos políticos e prisioneiros de guerra e lutar por sua libertação. 
Sobretudo e principalmente, conclamamos às massas populares de nosso país; aos milhões de camponeses pobres que no interior de nosso imenso 
país, nunca se dobraram perante o poder do latifúndio e de seu aparato paramilitar e policial que o sustenta e seguem tomando as terras e 
impulsionando a nascente revolução agrária no país, base impulsionadora da Revolução de Nova Democracia; às massas populares das cidades 
que se levantam em todo país, ecoando o grito de “Rebelar-se é Justo” e a todos verdadeiros revolucionários de nosso país a impulsionar a 
Revolução de Nova Democracia no país, através da Guerra Popular Prolongada, único caminho para libertar a nação e o povo do domínio do 
imperialismo, da grande burguesia e do latifúndio; servindo assim a revolução proletária mundial, somando-se ao grande e heroico povo irmão da 
Índia; criando e ampliando mais e mais trincheiras de luta contra o imperialismo no mundo, e impulsionando a Grande Onda da Revolução 
Proletária Mundial. 
 
Gloria eterna ao camarada Azad! 
Viva a Guerra Popular na Índia! 
Viva o Partido Comunista da Índia (Maoísta)! 
Viva o dia 1º julho, dia internacional de apoio à Guerra Popular na Índia! 
Viva a solidariedade internacional! 
Viva o internacionalismo proletário! 
 

Frente Revolucionária de Defesa dos Direitos do Povo – Brasil 
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Philippines 

National Democratic Front of the Philippines  

Message of Solidarity to the People's War in India led by the 
Communist Party of India (Maoist)  

 
On the occasion of the International Day of Support for 
the People's War in India, the National Democratic Front 
of the Philippines (NDFP) conveys its warmest 
revolutionary greetings of solidarity and comradeship to 
the Communist Party of India (Maoist0, the People's 
Guerrilla Liberation Army (PGLA), and the revolutionary 
masses in India. The NDFP comprises the Communist 
Party of the Philippines (CPP), the New People's Army 
(NPA) and 15 other revolutionary allied organizations. 
We reiterate our firm support for the People's War in India 
launched and led by the Communist Party of India 
(Maoist). We are confident that, with the enthusiastic 
participation and support of the oppressed masses in 
India, the CPI (Maoist) will win victory against the fascist 
“War on People” being waged by the Indian reactionaries 
supported by US imperialism and other imperialist 
powers.. 
The regime's “Operation Green Hunt” and other forms of 
its “War on People” are bound to be defeated by the 
Indian revolutionary forces led by the CPI (Maoist). As 
Comrade Ganapathy, Secretary General of CPI (Maoist) 

has aptly declared, “People who are the makers of history will rise up like a tornado under our party's 
leadership to wipe out the reactionary blood-sucking vampires ruling our country.” 
In the Philippines, the Filipino people are also waging a People's War against US imperialism and the local 
reactionaries of big landlords and compradors. We are fighting against the US-designed fascist counter-
insurgency program, deceptively named “Oplan Bayanihan” (Operation Plan Cooperation), which perpetrates 
gross human rights violations against the peasants, workers, indigenous people, urban poor, women, youth 
and other sectors of the people. The puppet Aquino regime carries out the neoliberal policies of liberalization, 
deregulation, and privatization..The oppressed masses in the Philippines are rising to wage militant struggles 
led by the CPP.. They participate and enthusiastically support the people's war that is now being carried out  
in 70 out of 81 provinces of the country. 
We take this occasion to render our revolutionary salute to Comrade Azad and all the martyrs of the Indian 
people's Revolution. They live in the People's War and anti-imperialist and revolutionary struggles in India 
and in the world. We likewise honor our beloved guerrilla commander and spokesperson of the CPP, 
Gregorio “Ka Roger” Rosal and other revolutionary martyrs of the Filipino people. 
.We salute our comrades-in-arms waging People's War in India! We wish them and the Indian people they 
lead ever greater victories in their New Democratic Revolution and in establishing the People's Democratic 
Federal Republic and thereafter the socialist system, Their brilliant victories inspire us and other 
revolutionary forces in the world. 
We take this opportunity to express our very deep appreciation for the week of solidarity last April which the 
CPI (Maoist) carried out for the CPP and the People's War in the Philippines. 
 
 
National Executive Committee 
National Democratic Front of the Philippines 
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ILPS 

ILPS supports the Indian people's war for national liberation and 
democracy 
Issued by the Office of the Chairperson International League of Peoples' Struggle, June 30, 2013 
 
We, the International League of Peoples’ Struggle, join all anti-imperialist and democratic forces in solidarity 
with the Indian people on the occasion of the International Day of Support for People's War in India on July 
1. We support the Indian people and all revolutionary forces in waging the people's democratic revolution for 
national liberation and democracy. 
The Indian people are waging a just struggle to overthrow the semicolonial and semifeudal ruling system and 
liberate themselves from imperialist domination and from feudal and semifeudal exploitation. We have the 
highest admiration for the Indian people for following the advanced detachment of the working class, the 
Communist Party of India (Maoist), and for building the People's Liberation Guerrilla Army and the 
revolutionary united front, the organs of Red political power and the mass organizations of workers, peasants, 
indigenous people, women, youth, cultural workers and other professionals. 
The Indian people are now waging the people's war in extensive areas of the Indian countryside. They are 
thus resolutely and militantly answering the central question of revolution, which is the seizure of political 
power. They are seeking to fulfill the main content of the democratic revolution, which is to satisfy the 
peasant hunger for land and to prevent the imperialists and local reactionaries from further grabbing the land 
from the peasants and the adivasis (indigenous people). 
The people's war has intensified and expanded in the mountainous and forested areas because the 
multinational corporations, the big compradors and corrupt bureaucrats are unleashing the most brutal and 
deceptive campaigns in order to grab the land, forest, mineral and water resources from the adivasis and other 
people. The imperialists and the reactionaries have no right to plunder the resources, ruin the environment 
and further impoverish the Indian people. 
We applaud the Indian people and all their revolutionary forces for overcoming tremendous odds and for 
winning ever greater victories in people's war. They have frustrated and defeated vicious and bloody 
campaigns such as Operation Green Hunt. This has been directed and carried out with the collaboration of 
US military advisors. It has employed various India’s state security forces, including the specialized anti-
Naxalite police, paramilitary Greyhounds, elite CoBRAs (Commando Battalion for Resolute Action) and 
death squads of the reactionary and revisionist parties. 
The Indian people have not been frightened by the gross and systematic human rights violations being 
committed by their enemy. Such human rights violations include abductions, illegal detention, torture, false 
encounters, selective murders and wholesale murders of the adivasis, dalits (untouchables) and other 
oppressed and exploited working people. Vilification of the revolutionary forces and cadres as “terrorist” has 
been used by the enemy to justify the most barbaric and gory acts of oppression. But these have only served 
to inflame the revolution. The crimes of the enemy incite the people to fight ever more fiercely for their 
national and social liberation 
We the ILPS wish the Indian people and revolutionary forces to win ever greater victories in the new 
democratic revolution through people's war. We are hopeful and optimistic that they shall play an 
increasingly significant role in the upsurge and advance of the anti-imperialist and democratic struggle on a 
global scale. We daresay that the Indian revolution will play a great and pivotal role in the world proletarian 
revolution for socialism as a consequence of the bankruptcy of neoliberalism and the ever worsening crisis of 
global capitalism.  
 
Long live the Indian people and revolutionary forces! 
Down with imperialism, domestic feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism! 
Reap greater victories in the people's democratic revolution through people's war! 
Advance the world proletarian revolution! 
Long live international solidarity! 
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Italy 

Palermo 
In Palermo the Day of Solidarity with the People's War in India on 1 July began with the posting of and 
leaflets spreading among the workers of the first shift at the Cantieri Navali (shipyards). Workers welcomed 
the flyers. Some of them were already informed about the Indian revolution. The leaflet referred also to the 
situation in Brazil and Turkey, were masses are uprising in these days. 
In the afternoon in Piazza Massimo under the waving red flags of the PCm Italy, comrades exposed banners, 

a small slide-show, and spread pamphlets 
on the people's war and hundreds of leaflets. 
People were particularly interested by the 
information about the relationship between 
the Italian government and capitalists and 
the Indian regime and ruling classes, both 
when they implant factories to exploit the 
cheap labor and loot the natural resources of 
India or distribute bribes to sell helicopter 
such as the affair Finmeccanica. 
Furthermore, it was explained how, 
although the countries are very different, the 
policies of governments resemble a lot, for 
example those for the employment of youth, 
which indeed revealed to be a true 
deception. 

But there was also a lot of interest on the 
concrete response, the revolutionary 
struggle led by CPI (Maoist), that the 
people of India is giving to the Indian 
regime, lackey of the imperialist 
countries. The genocidal State of India, 
that makes war on its own people, with 
the operation Green Hunt, has been dealt 
a hard blow on 26 of May, when a 
strong, determined and brave attack 
launched by the people's army killed 
dozens of their political leaders and PMs. 
Some people, particularly women, said 
spontaneously “but we knew nothing of 
all this, TV does not speak about that … 
so in India the people are making 
revolution, and what are we doing here? 
Exploitation oppression, poverty, there 
are also here”. 
India, with its people in war, is a clear 
example of the struggle against 
exploitation, oppression, misery, grief ... 
against this imperialist and capitalist 
society that imposes all this to the proletarian and people’s masses. 

Young Maoists in action at the University in Palermo to support 
mass rebellions in Turkey, Brasil, India 
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Italy 

Taranto 
Two actions on 1 July, at 
the Ilva plant early in the 
morning and in the city 
center in the evening, 
marked a turning point in 
the debate and our action in 
this city. 
In our speeches, we gave 
space to the movements in 
Turkey, Brazil, to bring out 
as the main trend in the 
world is the rebellion and 
revolution, of which the 
People’s War in India is the 
most advanced and this is 
also the proposal of the 
communists and 
internationalists in our 
country, in our factories 
and cities. 
This morning, in the speech 

to the Ilva workers, it has been said also that, to give response to the issues of work and health, to the attacks by government and 
bosses, the trade union struggle, even that of the base and classist unions, is not enough. We need revolutionary politics, workers' 
and people’s rebellion and revolution. 
In the evening in the streets we strongly attacked the electoral path and the peaceful and reformist thinking and action. A worker 
comrade of the PCm Italy, with a strong speech, made clear what is the people's war in India and why it is, in a different context, 
the reference and the line of the construction of the Maoist Communist Party. 
 

 

Bergamo: 1 July at the 
Market of migrants and 
steel factory in Dalmine 
In Genoa the 5 July, meeting took place at the 
"Music for Peace" hall. In his speech, the comrade 
of the International Committee said, among other: 
“… The support for the People’s War in India 
today is the litmus test for the genuine 
internationalists: Maoists or not, every 
internationalist and anti-imperialist today can not 
refuse to support to the strongest, most advanced 
and important revolutionary struggle in the world 
today and recognize the party leading it ….” 
During the meeting, a comrade who had been in 
Peru the last year, said he witnessed 
demonstrations of solidarity with the PW at the 
Indian embassy in Lima and wished that the PW in 
India can play today the same role of global 
reference point like the PWs in Peru and Nepal in 
past years. 
As conclusion, the comrade of the IC called to 
stand up and take action, and also to take lessons 
from the PW in India and the CPI(Maoist), in order 
to advance the struggle of the communists in the 
world and in each country. Finally, it was proposed 
a new initiative that will involve a wider audience 

and the many immigrants from South Asia who live in Genoa. 
Other initiatives took place in: Milan, at University and Istituto Nazionale Tumori; and in Ravenna. 
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From the Revolutionary Proletarian Feminist Movement - Italy 
The Revolutionary Proletarian Feminist Movement - Italy joins and enthusiastically supports the International Day of 
Solidarity with the People’s war in India on 1 July. 
On occasion of the national mobilization we launched on 6 July in Rome against femicide and sexual violence on 
women, we will protest at the Indian embassy, renewing the "bridge from Italy to India" that we are pursuing since the 
International Conference in Hamburg. On the International Women’s Day of this year, in Italy banners appeared at the 
embassy in Rome, at the consulate in Milan and the University of Palermo, to make concrete the solidarity with the 
mighty protests of women in India after the fierce rapes and killings in recent months. We want to show that the only 
way for a real liberation of women against oppression, exploitation, rapes, is the prominent role of women in the 
revolutionary people's war against the states, governments, men who hate women! 
Recently our enthusiasm has grown for the news of the attack on May 25 that hit 27 leaders and members of the 
Congress Party and policemen. In particular, the death of the Mahendra Karma leader of the fascist Salwa Judum, arch-
enemy of the masses of Bastar, oppressor, murderer, looter, but also rapist, only can be welcomed as a high act of 
justice, not only by the women of India but also from Italy and the oppressed women around the world. 
That individual was deservedly hated by the people and especially women. 

Always the rapes, 
violence, killings of 
women, the 
violation of their 
rights, have 
accompanied the 
dirty work of 
Mahendra Karma, 
as well as the other 
members of the 
Congress Party, to 
pave the way to the 
interests of big 
capitalists in India, 
including the 
European and 
Italian. 
In India in many 
cases the sexual 
violence are war 
rapes perpetrated by 
the military and 
paramilitary forces 
which this way try to 

suppress and stop the rebellion and strength of women. 
But, as we said at the Conference in Hamburg, for many women the violence and rapes have become one 
more reason to rebel and join the People's War. 
So, why could not women and even we rejoice! Finally hundreds of mothers and sisters are victims of the 
most cruel forms of violence, humiliation and rape have been vindicated. 
But not only this. In the situation in India, that in recent months witnessed the tremendous expansion of rapes 
and killings of girls, children, but also a vast and impressive response of millions of people, particularly 
women against such violence, face a a government, a State that, beyond the hypocritical words, tried to 
protect rapists and murderers of women from the just violence of women and sent cops and soldiers to 
suppress the demonstrations, this attack on the enemies of the people and women is also a response and a 
hope. 
 

Revolutionary Feminist Proletarian Movement– Italy 

 
The action of MPFR : a banner “closes the entry of the Indian Embassy in Rome 
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PCm Italy for 1 July: for the proletarian internationalism  
The International Committee to support the People’s War in India has launched for the 1st of July a Day of Support, 
that will be held in many countries. 
The PCm Italy contributed in a decisive way to the formation of the Committee and the International Conference of 
Support in Hamburg, on 24 November 2012, and calls all the Communists, revolutionaries, anti-imperialists, the 
proletarian struggle organizations to take part in this Day. 
In India an epochal battle is fought, not only for the proletarians and people of India, but also for the global balance of 
power between bourgeoisie and proletariat, imperialism and revolution. 
The People’s war in India, as for number of fighters, wideness of the guerrilla zones and population involved in the 
struggle between State power and people’s counter-power, is the greatest liberation and anti-imperialist struggle in the 
world today. 
The CPI(M), as for number of members and fighters, is the strongest Communist Party in the world. 
One can be Maoist or not, ma nobody can disregard the reality. 
Those who do not stand on the side of the People’s war, stand on the side of imperialism, revisionism and opportunism. 
 
For proletarian internationalism, 
For the victory of the proletarians, 
Let's get all in action on 1 July! 
 
 
 
 

PCm Italy: To support the People’s War in India is the way to be and 
to show to be internationalist Communists  
Against imperialism, its crises, its wars, its crimes, the proletariat and the masses struggle, resist, rebel in every country 
in the world, from the poorest to the richest ones. 
The masses do it in the forms and with contents they find and that reflect their levels of consciousness, forms of 
organization, customs and traditions. 
The internationalist Communists always support the struggle, resistance, rebellion of the masses against imperialism, 
even when those who lead them are not communist and often not even progressive. 
But the Communists clearly know that the masses can win against imperialism only if they defeat it politically and 
militarily. Without a communist party the masses can not win the against imperialism and the servant regimes.  
Without a people's war, made by the masses, for the masses, under a proletarian and communist leadership, 
imperialism can be hindered, fought, attacked, but you can not win. 
This is why the Communists stand especially on the side of the genuine communist parties leading an anti-imperialist 
people's war. These are our comrades, to them we should be connected, with them we must carry our the common 
battle. This path is really the alternative to imperialism and can win. 
As internationalist Communists, we support the people's war in India and the Communist Party of India (Maoist ), 
because it is currently the most important people's war in the world, and the CPI(M) is the largest  
Communist Party in the world, from which we have much to learn, albeit in a different context from India. Our goal is 
to make revolution in our country, through a people's war led by the proletariat and culminating in a winning 
insurrection, as an authentic expression of internationalism. It is the best form of support we can give. But the 
ideological, political, organizational support to battle of the People's War and the CPI (M) is an indispensable part of 
the action to make revolution in our country. 
Who does not understand this, deforms Marxism-Leninism-Maoism and it is not true that it is the revolution in own 
country ... it is reformism, economism, revisionism in own country. 
Therefore, beyond of the importance that what is happening in India has for the whole world, for the balance of power 
in the world, for the masses and peoples around the world, the question is that who does not support the People's War 
in India and the CPI(M) in words and deeds, is neither communist nor internationalist, neither in word nor in deed. 
 

PCm Italia 
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Italy 

From Collettivo Tazebao – per la propaganda comunista 
 
In occasion of the International Day, the Collective 
Tazebao for the communist propaganda presented a 
book, strictly self-produced, "Azad, voce della guerra 
popolare in India ": 
The reality of the people’s war in India breaks up on 
the international and Italian media only when the most 
dramatic actions of the People's Guerrilla Liberation 
Army led by the Communist Party of India (Maoist) 
occur, as in the case of the recent victorious attack of 
25 May against members of the Indian Congress, or 
when individual episodes involve directly our country, 
as in the case of the capture of two Italian tourists a 
year ago. 
It is, however, the most important revolutionary 
process in the world at the present stage. Within what 
is claimed now the third-largest economy in the world, 
the prospect of the proletarian revolution emerges 
strongly and withstands the most barbarous 
repression. 
As communists, we think that an experience like this 
should not be simply documented, but it should serve 
as a source of teaching and strength for the political 
advancement of the revolutionary cause of the 
international proletariat. (...) 
It is in this spirit that we have painstakingly and slowly 
realized the book "Azad, voce della guerra popolare in 
India," which collects writings and speeches publicly 
released by Cherukuri Raj Kumar, Comrade Azad, 

leader and spokesperson of the Communist Party of India (Maoist ), killed by the police on July 1, 2010. On the 
occasion of the upcoming anniversary of his martyrdom, organizations and communist parties of several countries 
have launched an International Day to mobilize international support for the people’s war in India. This editorial and 
propaganda initiative aims to be also a contribution to this Day. 
The Communist Party of India (Maoist), in fact, is not alone in his heroic struggle and Maoism is proving to be the 
only practice-theory capable of reviving the communist movement in the struggle against imperialism and for the 
proletarian revolution. 

Collettivo Tazebao – per la propaganda comunista 
Unofficial translation under the responsibility of the IC 

Also supported the campaign 

USI (anarchist trade unions) 
Mobilization of solidarity in many countries around the world in support of the war in India,  convened by the International 
Committee to support the People’s War in India. 
For this Day, July 1, the call for actions is free and unconstrained to the organised forces and individuals. They are called to do 
what they can do and communicate in a centralized way, so that everyone knows everything in the world, the proletariat and the 
Indian comrades primarily expect solidarity and actions. 
 

Marxist Leninist Forum “Scintilla Rossa” 
Comrades, we follow with great interest the news coming from India and we are happy to know that in a country like India, the 
Communist Party (Maoist) leads the fight against a corrupt government run by the worst capitalists, who daily plunder the 
resources , harass the workers, and discriminate the peasants, keeping them in poverty, in order to exploit better them. The m-l 
forum Scintilla Rossa salutes the great people's war, that gave the punishment to the exploiters who loot the villages, salutes the 
Indian revolution, as a great opportunity for redemption for the Indian proletariat, and joins this important international day. 
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Spanish State 

Actions of propaganda by Gran Marcha Hacia el Comunismo 
Responding to the call of the International Committee, Gran Marcha Hacia el Comunismo (Long March Towards 
Communism) realized various initiatives of agitation and propaganda to spread and celebrate this day in Madrid. 
In the afternoon of 25 June, the radio station Radio Enlace in Madrid has broadcasted, in its programme "A 
Contratiempo", a half an hour interview  with a comrade on the revolution in India led by the Communist Party of India 
(Maoist) and 1 July International Day. To the question on how the new people ´s power is developed in the liberated 
areas, the comrade stressed the work of the “Janatana Sarkars” (People´s Governments) which have liberated thousands 
of adivasis and peasants from the power of the feudal landlords. The comrade denounced the savage repression carried 
out by the reactionary Government of the PM Manmohan Singh against the Indian people, through, for example, 
Operation Green Hunt. In reply to the question of the situation of women in India, the comrade of Gran Marcha Hacia 
el Comunismo pointed out how the Indian women are incorporating to People´s War as a way to liberating themselves. 
The comrade ended the interview with the words that “not a single proletarian internationalist can be indifferent to the 
development of the revolution in India”. This interview will be soon available in Internet. 
Friday June 28: hundreds of leaflets with the call of the International Committee were distributed between 7 am and 
7.30 am in the morning in the subway stations of Alvarado, Eytrecho, Tetouan, Valdeacederas and Plaza de Castilla, all 
of them are in the popular district of Tetouan where resides a large number of migrants, mainly from Latin America. 
Sunday June 30: Put up posters of the International Day in Support of the People's War in India at the bus stops in the 
Avenida Complutense, University City. In addition, throughout the morning thousands of leaflets were distributed in 
the subway stations of Atocha, Anton Martin, Tirso de Molina and La Latina in the center of Madrid. Hundreds of 
leaflets were also distributed in the Plaza de Tirso de Molina and Plaza Cascorro at the foot of the statue of Eloy 
Gonzalo right in popular market of Rastro, crowded with people. Monday July 1: At 1 PM hundreds of leaflets were 
distributed at the main gate of San Fernando Market, in a popular neighborhood where a large number of migrant 
population, especially India and Pakistan, concentrates. 

To Support the People’s War in India is a duty of all communists, 
revolutionaries and anti-imperialists in the world  
Joint statement snd poster by Odio de Clase 
and Reconstrucción Comunista 
(…) We, Odio de clase and Communist 
Reconstruction express our support for the 
International Day of Support to the People’s War in 
India, regardless of political differences that we may 
have with the organizers, as we think that to join 
forces and unite efforts in support of the People's 
War in India will benefit first the revolutionary 
process ongoing in India and secondly the advance of 
the proletarian revolution worldwide. 
What is currently advancing In India is a 
revolutionary process of liberation of the oppressed 
classes, led by a genuine revolutionary communist 
party, that is very encouraging for the proletariat and 
the oppressed people around the world. Therefore 
Odio de Clase and Communist Reconstruction 
express solidarity and internationalist support to this 
people’s war and great revolutionary struggle, that is 
a source of inspiration not only for us but for all 
revolutionary and communist forces in the world. 
In 1967 the armed rebellion of the peasants in 
Naxalbari, a village in West Bengal state, was the 
cause of a revolutionary conflagration in India. 
Centuries of shackles of oppression and exploitation 
were attacked. The revisionists appealed to continue 
to live obediently as slaves but were ignored with 
disdain. The poor and downtrodden peasants dared to 
seize political power and expropriate the fruits of 
their labor from the hated landlords. Naxalbari 
literally shook the entire country. The pent-up fury of 
the poorest in the society, the adivasis and Dalits (the 
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tribal people and the "untouchables" in the caste society), and other poor and landless peasants, erupted in fury, raging 
revolutionary storms in many places across the country. The wind gusts of Naxalbari wiped away decades of revisionist stench and 
incited to rebellion. The flame that lit the rebellion in Naxalbari is still active today and gradually spreads across India. 
The revolutionary process ongoing in India is systematically silenced by the media of the bourgeoisie, they just give news and 
described the low intensity war that takes place in that country, the second most populous and falsely presented as the " largest 
democracy" in the world. The revolutionary people’s war in India advances step by step and this International Day of Support 
contributes to break the silence and isolation and to increase the sympathy and support from the proletariat and all oppressed of the 
world. 
While many opportunistic falsely called themselves "communists" continue observing and eulogizing the stinking pond of 
bourgeois democracy and its legality, the fight of Naxalites is an example of struggle from which all Communists must learn, and 
that inevitably must support. 
The proletarian revolutionaries from around the world can not afford to show the slightest indifference for the progress and 
difficulties of our comrades in India. As communists and revolutionaries, we consider a duty to support the people’s war and the 
revolutionary process taking place there. The People's War in India, requires the support and sympathy of the revolutionaries and 
especially Marxist-Leninist communists worldwide, in line with the principle of proletarian internationalism. 
The People's War in India is a just revolutionary war, waged by the oppressed masses rose in arms against the reactionary state, 
defender of the class privilege of all exploiters. 
The advancing of the revolution in India is a practical demonstration that the revolution is possible and so it is a refutation in facts 
of the reformist and revisionist practices that do not seek to transform the society but only to make the oppression more tolerable 
and legitimize the reactionary state. 
 
¡With the Naxalites toward socialism in India! 
¡Long live the People’s War in India! 
 
Colectivo Odio de Clase 
Reconstrucción Comunista 

Unofficial translation under the responsibility of the IC 

 
 

Network of Communist Blogs: 
The important is: everybody in support of the People’s War the 1 July!  
The Network Communist Blogs wants to express a full support to this International Day and, in the spirit and practice 
of proletarian internationalism, its revolutionary and class solidarity with workers and peasants fighting on the front 
lines of World Revolution today, under the leadership of Communist Party India (Maoist). 
While many forces so-called "communist" stubbornly continue swimming in the stinking pond of bourgeois democracy 
and its legality, the fight the CPI (Maoist) and the People's Liberation Guerrilla Army (PLGA) is an example of 
struggle that should inspire all Communists, from which we must learn and that we have to support, necessarily. 
The International Day in Support of the People's War in India is, first, an opportunity to spread the struggle of our 
comrades in India. Our first task, as much as we can, is that not a single world communist will ignore what happens in 
the jungles of Chattisgarh or Andhra Pradesh. We must ensure that every communist, wherever he is, hails with proud 
every blow dealt by the PLGA against the Indian state, as a decisive and triumphant step towards the inexorable victory 
of socialism and communism worldwide, and every setback suffered by the War Popular in India as a bend that can be 
passed only with more firmness, more resilience, more communist discipline. 
The Day of 1 July is also an opportunity to expose the fascist nature of the repression in the "world's largest 
democracy." Let us raise our voices and fists against the Operation Green Hunt, that, at the price of thousands killed, 
tortured, detained, displaced, women raped, etc.., has not other purpose but to fill the pockets of the imperialist bandits 
who plunder the soil of India, and the local leeches. Imperialism and its Indian lackeys will hear the unstoppable and 
thunderous sound of proletarian internationalism fused into a single revolutionary will - the will of communism – from 
the jungles and villages of Orissa and Jharkhand to the streets of our cities and towns! 
The International Day of Support has to be, finally, a call of attention for ourselves. Bihar and Dandakaranya are a 
mirror to look in, a demand of unity and struggle against the enemy and revisionism, that comes with the example of 
the unforgettable comrades Kishenji and Azad and many martyrs of our class fallen in the struggle for socialism and 
communism. Their example of struggle and commitment call us to be at the height of the genuine revolutionaries. 
 
Long Live the People’s War in India! Long Live the CPI(Maoist)! Long Live the PGLA! 
May the echoes of the International Day of July 1 resonate worldwide as sign of unwavering support for the 
Indian revolution! 

Unofficial translation under the responsibility of the IC 
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Galicia 

Galicia: Letter by the Committee Of Galicia to the other organizations in the 
country 
Dear comrades:: 
The 1st of July is called an International Day of support to 
the people’s war in India dedicated to comrade Azad. 
That is why the Comité Galego de Apoio a Guerra 
Popular na India calls you to support this campaign with 
actions and propaganda. 
The aim is to send to the Hindu oligarchy the message 
that people who belong the Indian Union rely on the 
support of peoples worldwide in their just struggle for the 
liberation, expressed by the protracted people’s war led 
by the Communist Party of India (Maoist). 
Nobody, even less a revolutionary, can ignore the great 
historic importance of this struggle of the people’s masses 
in one of the most populated countries in the world. A 
struggle that fights also enemies we well know in Galicia, 
like the mining companies with their devastation. 
Red greetings 
Comité Galego de Apoio a Guerra Popular na India. 
 
 
Unofficial translation under the responsibility of the IC 
 

Committee of Construction of the Maoist Communist Party-Galicia 
 
A statement by of the Committee of Construction of PC maoísta-Galiza 
has been released in which the comrades emphasize their full support to 
the Campaign and the correct analysis put forward by the International 
Conference in Hamburg in how the masses, with people’s war will crush 
all reactionaries and their goons, like in the recent and successful action 
of the PGLA in Chhattisgarh, where important members of the terrorist 
Congress have been executed. 
The comrades call to expand the campaign as a brave bold, putting the 
“politics in command” in unity with all the revolutionary and progressive 
forces”. 

 
 

 
Poster made by the Atelier Gallego 
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Germany 

International Day of Actions to Support the People’s War in India in 
Germany  
On the international Day of Action in support of the people’s war in India in different parts of Germany 
comrades developed various actions in support of the peoples war in India. Until now we’ve collected 
contributions to this important campaign from Berlin, Cologne and Hamburg, as well as from the 
international leftist music festival “Fusion”. 
 

 
In Berlin a banner in solidarity with the peoples war in India was hung up on a central place next to an 
important traffic hub. Additionally some hundred information snippets where thrown and given away, 
explaining the current situation in India and promoting the Website http://www.indiensoli.wordpress.com 
Furthermore some graffiti was done. 
In Hamburg various actions in support of the peoples war in India took place: Different graffities were done 
and antiimperialist comrades organized a brunch in the internationalist centrum B5 in solidarity with the 
peoples war in India. 
In the city of Cologne graffities were done. 
At the international leftist music festival “Fusion” in the federal State Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, which 
has a yearly attendence of 50.000 people, a banner in solidarity with the struggling masses in India was hung 
up. 
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Canada 

From the Partisan newspaper 
In Montreal, a team of supporters of the Partisan newspaper conducted a propaganda blitz in the Park Extension 
district, which has a large South Asian community. The comrades circulated the newspaper and a leaflet outside metro 
Parc, while carrying a banner in support of the revolution in India. Meanwhile, other comrades roamed the streets and 

parks from the neighborhood to reach the 
residents. 
The welcome was very warm: many people, 
in particular those from Indian, Tamil and 
Latin American origin, expressed their 
support for the people's struggle in India. An 
activist from a local community group 
suggested organizing a teach-in on the 
Naxalite revolution. 
One resident also reported that the whole 
neighborhood was covered of graffiti in 
support of People's War in India, which 
reminded him of Peru! 
This modest action confirms that there is a lot 
of interest for the establishment of a 
committee to fight against the war on the 
people of India. 
 

Support the People’s War 
in India, Oppose Operation Green Hunt! 
Newsletter from the Political Information Bureau RCP Canada (June 29, 2013) 
 
The International Committee to Support the People’s War in India has called for July 1st to be an international day of solidarity 
with the comrades of the Communist Party of India (Maoist). The comrades of the Communist Party of India (Maoist) are waging a 
heroic struggle against the Indian government, the feudal landlords, the Indian and multinational corporations for the socio-
economic and political equality of all the peoples of India. These multinational corporations increasingly include amongst their 
roster Canadian companies. 
In response to this heroic struggle the Indian government and its armed forces have assaulted, tortured, raped and killed all those 
who oppose its plans for “economic development” under the name of “Operation Green Hunt” (OGH). This is the true face of the 
‘world’s biggest democracy’. 
Indeed, the people of India are painfully aware that this development will not improve the lives of those most economically 
vulnerable in Indian society: the working class, the peasantry and the adivasi (tribal) peoples. Rather, it will simply benefit the 
Indian and multinational corporations, and their bagmen in the Indian government. It is in opposition to this exploitation of the 
Indian people and their resources/lands, and in support of the millions of people resisting the imposition of these anti-poor 
economic policies that we stand in solidarity with the people’s war and all struggles waged by the Indian toiling masses. 
How do we intend to support the people’s war in India? The CPI(Maoist), in their statement to the Hamburg conference to Support 
the People’s War in India, write that, “The campaign to end OGH and the solidarity movement in support of People’s War in India 
complement each other and the anti-OGH programs should form an integral part of the support movement to Indian revolution as 
defeating this multi-pronged countrywide offensive of the enemy is an immediate task before us. Our party believes that it is the 
need of the hour for the communist forces standing in support of PW in India to strive to mobilize the broadest possible anti-
imperialist, democratic and revolutionary forces to strengthen the campaign to end OGH and with a view to build a broad 
worldwide anti-imperialist front that is in process.” 
It is thus necessary to call for an end to the atrocities against the broad swath of the struggling masses of India, including the 
Maoists, and call for a tearing up of all unfair and anti-poor economic deals between Canadian companies and the Indian 
government. Often these are the very same Canadian companies that are unjustly and unfairly exploiting the First Nations’ peoples 
and their resources. 
Indeed, the Harper government is hoping to sign a Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement with the Indian government 
in the near future, and this will only increase Canadian involvement in India’s ongoing war on the people. Thus, it becomes vital 
that we, the Canadian public, organize against this injustice and form committees in our neighborhoods and workplaces against 
Operation Green Hunt and Canadian involvement in this dirty war. 
 
Stop the War On the People in India! 
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India 

From the CPI (M-L) Naxalbari 
Dear comrades, 
We salute the persistent efforts you are making to take the message of  the People’s War in India to the broad masses 
all over the world and  build support for its revolutionary essence. This is now taken up through the Call for a Day of 
Support designated for the 1st of July. We  see from the internet that this activity will be taken up across almost  all the 
continents in 36 countries. This is a resounding leap and a forceful product of the Hamburg conference. 
Following the hammer blow delivered by the CPI(Maoist) comrades against the ruling classes on the 25th of May 
(coincidentally the day of  commemoration of the first martyrs of the Naxalbari armed struggle) the Indian state has 
frenziedly stepped up the participation of its Air  Force and Army in its ‘war against the people’. The numbers of 
drones are being vastly increased and their combative role is steadily being expanded. Without doubt we will soon hear 
reports on how the numbers of civilians murdered by the state is going up. This is already being done from the ground; 
soon it will come from the air. 
But this revolutionary war will never be extinguished. We in India strive to strengthen it by fulfilling our tasks to 
initiate a new front in this war. 
The increasing international support this people’s war has gained is inspiring. It confirms the observation made in the 
resolution adopted by  the people’s wars−the 2012 Special Meeting of the parties of the RIM are the strategic reference 
points within the growing tide of rebellions shaking the world. Your efforts to popularise the People’s War in India has 
played, and continues to play, a great role in bringing out its revolutionary significance. We wish you all success in 
carrying out the Day of Support you have called for. 
 
With revolutionary greetings, 
Central Organisation Committee, CPI (M-L) NAXALBARI 
 

Afghanistan 

From the Communist (Maoist) Party of Afghanistan 
The Communist (Maoist) Party of Afghanistan has strived to support the campaign in support of the people’s war in 
India. We have translated the call to support the people’s war in India into Farsi-Dari and have distributed it widely. 
 

From the Organization of the Workers of Afghanistan 
Forward toward July 1 2013, the Anniversary of martyrdom of Comrade Azad, forging our revolutionary zeal and 
proletarian will! 
The Indian fascist state murdered comrade Azad in July 1, 2020, but they could not murder, even could not suppress Azad's 
thoughts and his shining path of people's war. Comrade Azad, as spokesperson of CPI (Maoist), a member of central committee 
and also a member of the politburo of the Communist Party of India (Maoist), was one of the most prominent Maoists of India, 
region and even the world. His death was a loss to Indian revolution, was a sorrow which the region and even the world masses 
bore. 
But, his path of liberation, the shining path of people's war, lives and emanates even stronger. His blood was shed, but irrigated the 
revolutionary cause and freshened and strengthened the spring of Indian, and even world proletarian revolution. (…) 
Organization of the workers of Afghanistan hails the protracted People's War in India, salutes the CPI (Maoist) and declares that: 
Comrade Azad lives and will emanate the cause of the people. His memories and his revolutionary heritage will fuel the world 
proletarian revolution, and his martyrdom serves the people of the world to emancipate themselves from the yokes of imperialism, 
feudalism, bureaucratic capitalism, capitalism, and finally the class society! 
 
 
 

Manipur 

From Maoist Communist Party 
On the occasion of the International Day of Support for the People's War in India, We on the behalf of the oppress 
people of Manipur hereby sending the revolutionary Greetings of solidarity to the Communist Party Of India (Maoist) 
and its Peoples Liberation Guerrilla Army (PLGA).   
Maoist Communist Party Manipur 
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Sri Lanka 

Indian Revolution Is Our Revolution. Its Victory Is Our Victory. 
Its Defeat Is Our Defeat. 
By the Maoist revolutionary League 
The latest historical attack to the fascist leaders in Chatisgarh region that 
conducted by PLGA of CPI (Maoist) is big blow to the ruling classes of India and 
great revenge on behalf of martyrdom topmost leaders Comrade Azad and 
Kishenji and people’s who living under the misery conditions due to suppression 
of fascist Salwa Judum, and killer machine of sate and central government. Really 
it was very glad news for revolutionary comrades and peoples of the world. At this 
moment we offer our red salute to brave comrades of PLGA and revolutionary 
people who supported to this fearless attack and we wish to CPI (Maoist) to 
intensify the people’s war in India.  
(…) We have taken actions to popularize Indian revolution among the people in 
our country. We spread documents of CPI (Maoist) and the booklet on com. 
Kishenji made by CC of CPI (Maoist) uses as hand book to study on revolutionary 
leadership and gain the lessons that how to act as genuine and firm revolutionary. 
And we had launched poster movement in some areas to bring the news of Indian 
revolution and call the people to boycott electoral activities.  (…) We offer our 
whole hearted support to July 1 international day of support to people’s war of 
India. The July 1 international movement will pave the way to new wave of unity 
of proletariat internationalism. The memory of Comrade Azad, Kishenji and other 
martyred will be living throughout every corner of solidarity movement.  
We say loudly again and again: Indian revolution is our revolution. Its victory is 
our victory. Its defeat is our defeat. 
 

From Arunalu Group 
In memory of Comrades Azard and Pande 
We hail and salute the beacon you have ignited through your great humanitarian as well as proletarian revolutionary martyrdom. 
Comrade Azard, Pande and all those revolutionaries who were cruelly murdered have given the necessary impetus to Sri Lankan 
Marxist - Leninist - Maoist to assess identify and take necessary steps to revolutionize their activities. 
Comrades you will be remembered as long as the struggle against oppression and exploitation continues. 
People's revolutionaries could be murdered but never defeated. 
 

Panama 

Statement by the Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist) of Panamá 
El Partido Comunista de la India (maoísta) ha levantado la roja bandera  
de la rebelión nacional contra el reaccionario cuartel general de la 
contrarrevolución armada, el Estado fascista e imperialista indio. 
Dictadura de la burguesía burocrático-monopolista que oprime y ejerce 
inaudita violencia reaccionaria en daño de la clase obrera, del 
campesinado, de las nacionalidades y pueblos de todo el país. En guerra 
popular revolucionaria para la liberación del pueblo indio, construir  en 
ardoroso proceso el nuevo poder, el Estado de Nueva Democracia Popular 
como base de impulse de la revolución socialista en el país y base de 
apoyo e impulse de la Revolución Proletaria Mundial. 
(...) El que ello sea parado depende, no sólo de los revolucionarios 
proletarios indios, no únicamente del indomable espíritu de naxalbari que 
ánima el corazón de nuestros camaradas indios, sino de que las fuerzas 
comunistas y democrático-populares de todo el mundo puedan y sepan 
organizar la solidaridad internacional para con la guerra revolucionaria  de 
los comunistas (maoístas) y de los pueblos de la India.  
(...) Apoyar al pueblo, al Partido Comunista de la India (m) y la guerra 
popular revolucionaria en India, es un paso firme por la derrota al 
imperialismo mundial, principalmente aquel estadounidense, sus planes 
de dominación y sus criminales guerras de conquistas coloniales. Es 
derrotar sus intenciones de ahogar en sangre las luchas armadas de 
salvación o de liberación nacional de los pueblos 
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Tunisia 

Posters made by the MLM movement in Tunisia 

 
Statement by the Patriotic Democrats in University (Tunisia) 
Communist greeting, We Patriotic Democrats in University (Tunisia), 
We express to the popular masses in India and the Communist Party of India (Maoist) and the Committee to support 
the People's War in India, our support for People's War in India and for armed revolutionary struggle  
Long live Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, Long live the people's war 
 
 

Chile 

Action of the FERP 
On July 5, a handful of young revolutionaries protested in 
front of Embassy of the genocidal Indian state, which recently 
had killed the comrade Ganti Prasadam, vice president of the 
Revolutionary Democratic Front. Our humble protest, aimed 
to raise high the flag of the People's War in India and 
Comrade Azad, consisted in a march through one of the rich 
neighborhoods of Santiago, raising red flags and shouting 
slogans in support of the People’s War. In addition 4 banners 
were put on the walls of the embassy. This provoked an 
immediate reaction from the police, which was put on alert, 
tried to stop, but could not silence us. 
All the above, joining the call of the July 1st International Day 
in Support of the War in India. We decided to extend the 
mobilization to a week in which 500 posters on the PW in 
India were put on walls, we had talks and propaganda among 
the masses, culminating in this short action that makes us join 
the stream of the World Proletarian Revolution. 
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France 

Long live People’s War in India ! 
Glory to the fallen Comrades for the cause of revolution ! 
In the occasion of the international day of support to People’s War on July 1st, our Party pay a tribute to the Comrades, men and women, fallen in 
the frontline, murdered in cold blood, jailed, tortured by reaction. 
We particularly salute Comrades Azad and Kishenji’s memory, assassinated on July 1st 2010 and November 24th 2011. 
Through the recent attacks carried out by the People’s Liberation Guerilla Army (PLGA), Communist Party of India (maoist) demonstrated the 
liveliness of People’s War and the amplitude of the threat that it represents for indian ruling classes. 
We cannot but salute the elimination of the counter-revolutionary militia Salwa Judum’s chief, Mahendra Karma, which the awful crimes were 
published in the 25th May communiqué issued by Dandakaranya Special Zonal Committee of CPI (Maoist) :  
 
We reiterate once again our support to the Communist Party of India (maoist) in its hard struggle against indian state which relies on several 
imperialist powers in its war against its own people, including France which is supposed to deliver 126 Rafale warplanes and 63 optional. 
We reaffirm that our support to People’s War in India can only find its full-fledged existence in the development of revolution in our own 
country, led against our own imperialism. We follow in that sense proletarian internationalism as defined by Lenin : “There is one, and only one, 
kind of real internationalism and that is working wholeheartedly for the development of the revolutionary movement and the revolutionary 

struggle in one’s own country, and supporting (by propaganda, 
sympathy, and material aid) this struggle, this, and only this, line, 
in every country without exception.” 
We salute the development of revolutionary people’s 
governments (Krantikari Janatana Sarkars) in the red areas despite 
the ferocious fights that oppose revolutionaries to state armed 
forces. These represent the future of indian society, a 
development to serve the people opposed to capitalist 
development imposed by ruling classes from which people’s 
masses are suffering. 
We salute the revolutionary women in their struggle to break the 
specific oppression which they are suffering from, particularly in 
a semi-feodal society like indian society. 
We salute the adivasis, dalits and religious and national minorities 
which are suffering from cast and hindu chauvinist domination 
and from indian expansionism. 
We salute the male and female workers who are struggling 
against the dreadful exploitation of their bosses, puppets of 
imperialist monopolies. 
We salute the peasantry and agricultural workers who oppose to 
feudal landlords. 
We salute the intellectuals and students who are siding with the 
exploited and oppressed by supporting actively People’s War and 
opposing Green Hunt Operation. 
We salute the large people’s masses who struggle on a daily basis 
for their liberation and emancipation. 
In our country, we are working actively so that echoes of the 
People’s War in India will reach the hearts of the factories, 
people’s neighborhoods, universities, schools to strengthen and 
develop class struggle for revolution. 

 
Vive le Parti Communiste d’Inde (maoïste) ! 

Vive la Guerre Populaire en Inde ! 
Vive l’internationalisme prolétarien ! 

Vive la révolution prolétarienne mondiale ! 
 
PC maoïste de France 
 

 
 

Turkey 

Message by MLKP Turkey/North-Kurdistan 
Dear Comrades, We hail your initiative to raise up the flag of comrade Azad, who lives in our struggle and in the 
determined and just armed struggle of Indian comrades. We declare our solidarity with the great struggle developed in 
India, that is source of inspiration not only for us but for all the communist and revolutionary forces in the world. 
With our internationalist solidarity, we greet you on the the spirit of the uprising in Taksim, that continues growing in 
the country. 
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Great Britain 
 

Free Book from Democracy and Class Struggle 
 
In occasion of the International Day Of Support Democracy and Class Struggle made 
available a free book: “Operation Green Hunt – India’s War on People”. 

Red Solidarity 
Red Solidarity today put posters up in North London in support of the People's War in 
India and in memory of Comrade Azad (see attachment).  We have only formed very 
recently and could not participate in July 1st actions.  However, we have noted the 
decision of the comrades from the Philippines to declare July a month of solidarity 
with the People's War in India and we have emulated this decision. 
Red Solidarity consists of people involved in struggles in the UK who want to also 
participate in international solidarity.  We especially want to show solidarity with 
struggles the British Left tends to ignore such as the courageous struggles of the 
Communist Party of India (Maoist) and the Communist Party of the Philippines. 
 
 
 
 

Sweden 
 
Highlighting the peoples councils and struggle to stabilize a small organization 
Report to the International Committee 
 
We are steadily working in solidarity with the people of i India in their struggle against feodalism and domestic and foreign 
monopoly capital. There are a wide range of struggles fought all over India and among them, the struggles of the naxalites are 
important. During the past year we have done several manifesations outside the indian embassy in Stockholm and posted several 
protests on the embassy wall. But our group in Sweden is still very small and there is a continous discussion on how we should 
develop our work. Right now we have made some efforts to make the organization more stable with a new proposal for statues and 
a new programme. We also rented a 15 square meter room as an office outside Stockholm for meetings and repetitions with the 
cultural group. We have set dates for "India nights" with music, movies and food once a month and specific dates for work 
meetings and study meetings  are set for the rest of the year. We also hope to be able to raise money for a fact-finding mission from 
Sweden to India next year. 
 

Russia 
 

Today, on the International Day of Support for the People’s War in India, 
we, members of the Russian Commitee of Solidarity with World 
Revolution took part in the protest meeting in front of the Indian 
Embassy in Moscow. We claimed to stop the terror advanced by the 
indian government and also gave out leaflets from which the Moscow 
citizens could learn the real current situation in India. The Embassy 
employees took photos of us through the barrels of the gate but didn't try 
to come out. 
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Philippines 

The Communist Party of Philippines, together with all revolutionary forces in 
the Philippines, declare July 2013 as Philippine Solidarity Month for the 
People’s War in India 
The CPP issues this declaration in unity with the call of democratic and anti-imperialist forces for an international day of support 
for the people’s war in India on July 1. Let us pay our highest tribute to the heroes and martyrs of the Indian people’s revolution, 
celebrate its victories and look forward to its further advances in the future. 
 
The CPP calls on all its entire membership, all Red fighters of the New People’s Army (NPA) and all revolutionary 
forces and people under its leadership to carry out educational and cultural activities all throughout the month of July to 
further deepen the Filipino revolutionary forces’ understanding of and solidarity with the people’s democratic 
revolution in India. 
Party branches, units of the NPA, chapters of revolutionary mass organizations and governmental departments will 
devote one or several days of activities during the month of July to carry out such activities as educational discussions, 
film showings, cultural presentations and mass propaganda undertakings to express solidarity and generate support for 
the people’s war in India. 
In launching the Philippine Solidarity Month for the People’s War in India, the CPP reciprocates the solidarity week 
launched by the Communist Party of India (Maoist) or CPI-M last April 22-28 coinciding with the 40th anniversary of 
the National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP) last April 24. 
Despite the geographical distance and national peculiarities, the people’s war in India and the Philippines share many 
similarities. Foremost, both people’s war are under the leadership of communist parties that adhere to Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism and which are deeply rooted among the toiling masses of the people. 
Both advance the democratic interests of the peasants and indigenous peoples for land against the land monopolists and 
the encroachment of foreign mining companies and foreign monopoly capitalist plunderers. Both advance the 
democratic struggles of the workers, youth, students, women and other democratic sectors against the exploiters and 
oppressors. 
The CPI-M is at the helm of the People’s Liberation Guerrilla Army in the same manner that the CPP leads the New 
People’s Army (NPA) in the Philippines. Both wage extensive and intensive guerrilla warfare while building the 
people’s organs of democratic political power and waging campaigns to advance the land reform movement. Enjoying 
widespread support, the PLGA and the NPA continue to expand and accumulate great victories in the field of 
revolutionary armed struggle. 
The people’s war in India and the Philippines are both confronted with brutal campaigns of suppression being carried 
out by the reactionary forces under the direction of the US imperialist government. The Operation Green Hunt of the 
Indian reactionaries and the Oplan Bayanihan of the Philippine reactionaries both employ the most abominable forms 
of armed suppression resulting in gross and widespread violations of human rights. Invariably, these acts of 
suppression are directed against the revolutionary masses in a vain attempt to terrorize the people. 
The US imperialists and the reactionaries vilify the revolutionary forces in India and the Philippines as “terrorists.” 
They have, however, failed to stymie the growth of the people’s revolutionary movements in India and the Philippines 
which both have advanced steadily with the deep and broad support of the people. The people’s war in India and the 
Philippines have repeatedly and decisively frustrated the reactionaries’ attempts at armed suppression as they firmly 
adhere to the people’s aspirations for democracy. 
The Indian and Philippine revolutionary forces both seek and work to help build a broad international anti-imperialist 
and democratic movement to advance the interests of the toiling masses amidst the worsening crisis of the international 
capitalist system and the bankruptcy of the neoliberal policies. The people’s war in India and the Philippines see great 
potential for revolutionary advancements in the face of the intensification of the exploitation and oppression of peoples 
in both capitalist and semi-colonial and semifeudal countries. 
The CPP acclaim the CPI-M and all revolutionary forces in India for persevering along the road of people’s war. The 
people’s of the world anticipate the growth and great advance of the people’s war in India as the people of India 
continue to rise up and revolt against the oppression and exploitation of the ruling classes and the imperialists. The 
peoples of the world see the epic dimensions and potentials of the people’s war in India to change the face of the earth 
in a big way, in much the same way that the victory of the revolution in China and Russia altered the international 
balance of the class struggle. 
The Filipino people look forward to the complete victory of the Indian revolution even as they seek to achieve victory 
in their own homeland. The Filipino and Indian people are serving the interests of the proletariat and peoples around 
the world by waging people’s wars in their homelands and dealing armed blows against the imperialist and their 
reactionary lackeys. Their advances and victories will indubitably inspire all other peoples of the world to stand up 
against the imperialists and wage revolution to achieve national and social liberation. 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA (MAOIST) 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

Press Statement 
March 22, 2013 

Hail the Filipino Revolution Advancing in the Path of Victory, 
with the Immediate Task of Achieving Strategic Stalemate ! 
Extend Strong Support to Filipino Revolution and Filipino People ! 
Oppose and Condemn Oplan Bayanihan ! 
 

Observe Solidarity Week to Filipino Revolution from April 22 to 28, 2013 
It is now crystal clear to the world people as well as the people of India that a barbaric military campaign i.e., ‘Oplan 
Bayanihan’ is being carried out by the American puppet Benigno Aquino regime in a bid to destroy the on-going 
revolution with the immediate and central slogan achieving strategic stalemate under the leadership of the Communist 
Party of Philippines. 
Philippines is in South East Asia spread in a land of three lakh square kilometers with a population of nine and a half 
crores. The freedom-loving Filipino people have a glorious history and heroic long tradition of revolutionary struggles 
and sacrifices against the colonial rule and particularly against the American imperialism. 
This is a semi-colonial, semi-feudal country having a rich cultural heredity. The country of Philippines is rich with 
enough variable kinds of resources for self-reliance. The crores of toiling masses are a strong foundation to the country 
to develop as a sovereign, free, democratic country. The workers and peasants of the country are the main source in 
bringing the exploitation and suppression of the imperialists and their comprador ruling classes to an end and achieve a 
genuine democracy and progress in the society. 
The National Democratic Revolution was initiated in Philippines from 1896. But in early 1930s, the Communist Party 
of Philippines (CPP) emerged from the anti-feudal struggles. After traversing through a zigzag course, and after 
defeating the revisionists in the party, it was only in the 2nd half of 1960s the CPP was able to take up a correct path of 
the revolution in the backdrop of a great upheaval in the international arena against US imperialists under the 
leadership of Mao-CPC and genuine revolutionary and democratic forces. 
From that time the New Democratic Revolution (NDR) of Philippines again began to advance with a new spirit. With 
the help of people's army, i.e., New People’s Army (NPA) and National Democratic Front (NDF), the NDR began to 
advance by gaining more and more successes through massive mass participation. 
At present, CPP is the most trusted and popular Party of the people of Philippines which is leading all the struggles of 
all oppressed classes and social sections against US imperialism, feudalism and comprador capitalism to advance the 
national democratic revolution to its successful completion. 
As the crisis in the semi-colonial, semi-feudal system is increasing, the people of all strata have begun to rally more 
and more under the red banner of CPP. 
Getting afraid by seeing the popularity of the present on-going NDR, and by feeling the danger to their exploitative 
system the Benigno Acquino government unleashed and carried out one after another suppressive campaigns under 
various names. ‘Oplan Bayanihan’ is the latest form of all-out multi-pronged suppressive campaign let loose by the US 
imperialist lackey Benigno government. ‘Oplan Bayanihan’ campaign is the most cruel, barbaric and all-out military 
campaign which is being conducted in a fascist way by the reactionary US puppet regime. 
But, the Filipino people, under the leadership of CPP and with the help of NPA and NDF are fighting 
bravely and militantly and even by sacrificing their lives in every corner of country against this barbaric ‘Oplan 
Bayanihan’, thus standing on a point of inspiration and enthusiasm to the working class and oppresed nationalities and 
people across the world. 
Under such circumstances, the Central Committee of CPI (Maoist) in its 2012 August Meet decided to observe 
solidarity week from April 22 to 28, 2013 in support of Philippine revolution and called upon the people, rank and file 
of the Party as well as all the progressive, democratic and revolutionary forces of India to strongly oppose and 
condemn vehemently the barbaric military campaign i.e., ‘Oplan Bayanihan’. 
Today the movement is fighting with great and high objectives. Presently it is advancing from the stage of strategic 
defensive to the stage of strategic stalemate. It now has …. Guerilla fronts. It is working with the task of increasing 
them to ….by 2015. the 42nd anniversary of NPA held in 2011 decided to seize twenty five weapons from the enemy in 
the coming five years and hand them to the ….companies to be formed. It is giving strong blows to the enemy through 
the tactical counter offensive and stands as a point of enthusiasm and inspiration to the oppressed masses over the 
world and mainly the people’s armed forces. Despite the kidnapping, atrocities, house burnings, loot and banning of 
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revolutionary organizations, the people and the NPA and NDA that are in support of the people are fighting under the 
leadership of CPP. Let us all extend support to them. 
Let us voice to them that they are not alone. Let us send our solidarity message to them. 
All of us demand to stop the Benigno government-led ‘war on people’ with immediate effect ! Demand the lifting of all 
the American military bases in Philippines ! Demand the unconditional and immediate release of all political prisoners 
in the Philippine jails ! Extend solidarity and support to the heroic Filipino revolution going on against the fascist rule 
of Benigno Acquino serving the interests of the imperialists, especially the American imperialists, comprador big 
bourgeoisie and the big feudal classes! 
CPI(Maoist) and all the revolutionary masses of the country are extending their strong support and revolutionary 
solidarity to all of you. Both parties are waging the revolutionary wars in India and Philippines with enormous 
sacrifices to achieve their immediate and ultimate goals. We promise that we would continue the revolutionary war 
with indomitable determination, not hesitating to any kind of sacrifices in order to make success the New Democratic 
Revolution. We also pledge to be a strong co-combatant to the Filipino revolutionary movement as an inseparable part 
of world socialist revolution. We would thus contribute our bit, with proletarian internationalism to serve the world 
proletarian revolution and stand firmly in support of the success of NDR in Philippines. The great people of 
Philippines, CPP and NPA are invincible. The working class and oppressed nationalities and people of the world are 
with you. Advance ! Ultimately victory would be yours ! Defeat would be to the US imperialists and their Philippine 
lackeys ! 
 

* Oppose ‘Oplan Bayanihan’ ! 
* Extend strong support and solidarity to the NDR of Philippines! 
* Long Live Communist Party of Philippines ! 
* Long Live Marxism-Leninism-Maoism ! 
* Long Live Proletarian Internationalism ! 
* Down with Imperialism and their lackeys 

 
 (Abhay) 

Spokesperson, 
Central Committee, 

CPI (Maoist) 
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Condemn the murder of Ganti Prasadam 
The international committee of support people's war in India condemns the coward attack against Ganti Prasadam, the 
All India Vice-President of Revolutionary Democratic Front (RDF) and call all the democratic and anti imperialist 
people and organisations to mobilize to denounce in the world this action against the people of all India and all the 
supporters of Indian people's liberation and Indian revolution 
 

International Committee of Support to the People's War in India 
 

 
Comrade Ganti Prasadam, the All India 
Vice-President of Revolutionary 
Democratic Front was brutally and 
fatally attacked by some unidentified 
gunmen in Nellore town today in the 
afternoon. The attackers first slew him 
on his neck with hunting sickles and 
then shot at him with a pistol three 
rounds. Comrade Ganti Prasadam is 
critically injured in the assassination 
attempt and at present he is being 
operated in a hospital in Nellore. 
According to the doctors who are 
working on him, his condition is 
extremely critical. Comrade Prasadam 
has been also serving on the Committee 
for the Relatives and Friends of Martyrs 
as an Executive Member. He arrived at 
Nellore today to attend a public meeting 
of the Martyrs’ Committee, which is 
being held every year on 4 July 
remembering the Martyrs of Nellore. 
After the meeting, accompanied by three 
other members of the Committee he 
went to visit a family member of a 
martyr, who was hospitalised in a local Government Hospital. An assassination team of three were in waiting to swoop 
on him when he came out of the Hospital. 
In flash of a second they attacked Comrade Ganti Prasadam, before the other comrades realised of what was happening. 
When they tried to catch hold of murderous gang, they ran away leaving the swords behind. Two bullets have been 
removed from his body so far in hours-long operation. The doctors have been maintaining that they cannot give any 
assurance of his safety till they could remove the third bullet, which has entered in a critical position near spinal card. 
RDF believes that the assassination attempt on our Vice-President is designed and carried out by none other than the 
state intelligence agencies in charge of anti-Maoist operations in Andhra Pradesh. 
The state has clearly involved in the murderous attack, as Comrade Prasadam could not be cowed down by a huge 
number of cases fabricated on him apart from incarcerating him in prisons from time to time. The state government 
banned our organisation soon after the first Conference of RDF in Hyderabad in April 2011, in which Comrade 
Prasadam was elected as all India Vice-President. RDF condemns this assassination attempt in strongest terms and 
appeals all democratic organisations and individuals to join us in these moments of grief and sorrow, and condemn the 
attack and its conspirators in unequivocal terms. 
The Government of Andhra Pradesh is directly responsible for the attack. In Andhra Pradesh, such attacks of 
assassination of people’s political, social and civil rights activists have been not uncommon in the past 40 years. Dr. 
Ramanadham, Purushottam, Azam Ali, Belli Lalita are a few dedicated people’s leaders and civil rights activists who 
were targetted by the state in Andhra Pradesh in the past. History has proved that such attacks on people’s activists in 
the past never brought an end to the people’s movement. In fact the mass resistance movement of people in Andhra, 
Telanagan and in the entire subcontinent is on the rise in the recent months and is going to engulf the anti-people pro-
imperialist comprador ruling classes along with their reactionary counterparts in rural regions. 
 
Varavara Rao President, Rajkishore General Secretary, Revolutionary Democratic Front 
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Committee for the Release of Political Prisoners: 
Constitute Immediately a Judicial Inquiry into the Killing of Ganti Prasadam by Vigilante Goons!  
 
Ganti Prasadam, the All India Vice-President of Revolutionary Democratic Front (RDF) as well as the 
Executive Member of the Committee for the Relatives and Friends of Martyrs, succumbed to the brutal and 
fatal attack on 5 July 2013 on him by unidentified gunmen in Nellore town. He was fatally wounded on his 
his neck with hunting sickles and later shot at with a pistol on the 4th afternoon. Comrade Ganti Prasadam 
was at Nellore to attend a public meeting of the Martyrs’ Committee held every year to remember the martyrs 
of Nellore. 
He bacame the target of the waiting goons when after the meeting, along with three of his associates of the 
committee he was on to visit one of the ailing relatives of a martyr at a local hospital. Ganti Prasadam was 
operated on after receiving bullet injuries and the doctors were trying in vain to remove the third bullet which 
was dangerously close to his spinal cord. Comrade Ganti Prasadam this time could not sustain his arduous 
struggle to keep up his breath. 
Given the notorious anti-people track-record of the intelligence agencies in Andhra Pradesh which have 
resorted to the worst kinds of atrocities on the struggling oppressed people of the region, be it naxalites, 
adivasis, dalits or Muslims, this murderous operation is reminiscent to the dastardly assassination of people’s 
political, social and civil rights activists in the past 40 years. Dr. Ramanadham, Purushottam, Jappa Laxmana 
Reddy, Prabhakar Reddy, Kanakachari, Azam Ali, Belli Lalita are a few examples of dedicated people’s 
leaders and civil rights activists targetted by the state in Andhra Pradesh in the past. 
The state government cannot shy away from this glaring fact. All of us are witness to the heinous and pre-
meditated ways in which the intelligence agencies of Andhra Pradesh have criminalised and specifically 
targeted the Muslim youth and their leadership. Specific targeting and criminalising the leading activists of 
the Telangana movement through false cases and incarceration is also before us. All these desperate designs 
of the state has never deterred the people of the region from raising their voices for their genuine and just 
demands. Comrade Prasadam represented this spirit of the people of Andhra Pradesh as he, despite being 
incarcerated several times behind bars with trumped up cases was one of the tireless voices who became part 
of every meetings and demonstrations demanding the unconditional release of all political prisoners. 
While being in the prison in Orissa, he went on a hunger strike demanding the release of all political 
prsioners in the prisons of Orissa, mostly adivasis, dalits and people working against all kinds of 
displacement that had gripped the rural areas of Orissa. Any form of dissent in Orissa in these times are 
deemed ‘unlawful’ and hence to be tried under the worst kind of dracnian laws. As part of further 
crimialising any kind of political mobilisation that makes a scathing indictment of the anti-people policies of 
Liberalisation-Privatisation-Globalisation, the Andhra Pradesh government have banned the RDF in which 
Ganti Prasadam was elected as all India Vice-President. 
CRPP is one with all progressive and democratic forces to condemn the assassination of Com. Ganti 
Prasadam. It is important at this juncture to see through the desperate designs of the state and its murderous, 
lawless agencies—all terrifed with the deepening economic crisis and the ravages that it has created among 
the powers that be along with the increasing resentment of the people against the dog-eat-policies of the 
governement—to somehow browbeat the toiling masses of the people into submission. 
What is of utmost significance is to join hands to defeat such evil designs of the state by once again 
intensifying our resolve to fight against all anti-people laws, anti-people policies, and the increasing 
tendencies of the Indian state and their representatives in the Andhra Pradesh government to criminalise all 
forms of dissent of the people for their struggle for a better future free from all forms of exploitation and 
oppression. 
We at the CRPP demand that a judicial inquiry be constituted immediaely into the assassination of Com. 
Ganti Prasadam and the culprits be brought to book without delay. Only the vigilant masses and their fearless 
resistance against all anti-people policies and the increasing fascisation of the state can ensure that such evil 
designs of the state be checked. 
In Solidarity, 
SAR Geelani President, Amit Bhattacharyya Secretary General, Bojja Tarakam President AP 
Chapter, Balla Ravindranath Secretary, AP Chapter, Rona Wilson Secretary Public Relations 
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Report of the Demonstration in Delhi Protesting the Dastardly Murder 
of Revolutionary Leader Ganti Prasadam 
 
Today, 10th of July, 2013, democratic and revolutionary voices from across Delhi came together to condemn the brutal attack and 
murder of Ganti Prasadam in a protest demonstration at Jantar Mantar. A dastardly murder of a popular trade union leader with a 
long-standing history of leading the workers’ movement in his home district, Vijiyanaram, a revolutionary leader who stood the 
ground for the poor – the dalits, adivasis, workers, and all the oppressed and destitute, and a prolific poet and writer who stood tall 
amongst the people as a tireless voice for the genuine demands of the people, Ganti Prasadam was killed by state sponsored goons 
on the 4th of July. 
Ganti Prasadam was serving as the All India Vice-President of Revolutionary Democratic Front (RDF) and was an Executive 
Member of the Committee for the Relatives and Friends of Martyrs at the time of his assassination in Nellore. Ganti Prasadam was 
a post-graduate from Banaras Hindu University in 1960’s, and has ever since remained devoted to the revolutionary movement and 
its culture as a poet, a writer and a political analyst, besides being a public intellectual. On the 4th of July, a three-member state 
sponsored vigilante group with pistols and knives attacked him at 3:40 pm in front of a government hospital in Nellore. 
He was there to address the annual meeting of the Committee of the Relatives and Friends of Martyrs, which is held every year to 
commemorate revolutionaries, activists and ordinary people who have lost their lives at the hands of the state in fake encounters or 
in police custody and missing peoples in the state of Andhra Pradesh as part of people’s movement and revolutionary struggle over 
the years. After the meeting, he went to the local hospital to meet a family member of a martyr who was hospitalized. 
While coming out of this hospital, he was brutally attacked by the three-member assassins’ team of the Andhra Pradesh State 
Intelligence Bureau with knives and then shot thrice with a pistol at close range. Though he was operated on for hours, the wounds 
proved fatal and in the early hours of the 5th of July, Prasadam’s life came to an end. The targeting of mass revolutionary leaders in 
Andhra Pradesh and the criminalizing of people’s activists through fabricated cases and extended incarceration has been common 
practice of the state government. Over the years, Ganti Prasadam repeatedly faced arrest for upholding genuine people’s 
movements. 
He fought incessantly for the rights of the oppressed masses and political prisoners, particularly adivasis in Odisha and Andhra. 
Despite the repression he faced, he continued to lead and participate in people’s movement. He also wrote prolifically engaging in 
contemporary political and literary debates. In the protest demonstration held in Delhi, many democratic and revolutionary 
organisations and individuals condemned the murder. In this demonstration, Revolutionary Democratic Front’s President 
Rajkishore exposed the preplanned nature of the assault on him. He reiterated that Ganti Prasadam was not a lone voice but the 
voice of thousands of people fighting for their genuine demands for jal, jangal, jameen in all parts of the country. 
Thousands of people in the past have been attacked in this way over the years and the lives that have been silenced are testimony to 
the brutality of the Indian State. Banojyotsna of Democratic Students’ Union drew attention to the civil war waged by the Indian 
State on its own people in the name of Operation Green Hunt. This killing of Ganti Prasadam is an extension of this war on people 
and reflects the desperation of the Indian State to violently repress all voices of dissent. Mrigank from Naujawan Bharat Sabha 
stated that the way in which Ganti Prasadam was killed once again reveals the fear of the ruling classes of the power of the 
revolutionary struggle. 
Ever since the emergence of the revolutionary struggle, such incidents as this one have continued unabated. P K Shahi of AIFTU 
appealed to the revolutionary and democratic forces of the country to unite and answer back this murder on Ganti Prasadam. Arjun 
Prasad of PDFI saw this murder of Ganti Prasadam as an extension of the larger agenda of the state reflected in Operation Green 
Hunt. Leaders from People’s Front- Delhi, Inquilabi Mazdoor Kendra, Viplava Sanskritik Manch, Mehanatkash Mazdoor Morcha, 
Krantikari Yuva Sangathan, Krantikari Naujawan Sabha and others spoke in this demonstration. It is clear to us that this attack was 
to eliminate a revolutionary mass leader who could reach out to the vast sections of society and successfully lead the revolutionary 
masses against the military campaign launched by the Indian state on its own people. 
This campaign codenamed Operation Green Hunt has resulted in the death and destruction of thousands of lives and livelihood in 
the states of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal, Bihar, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. These 
organisations have come together to stand united in demanding the constitution of a high-level judicial inquiry with a sitting 
Supreme Court or High Court judge into this cold-blooded murder of Ganti Prasadam and identify its perpetrators and 
subsequently, the punishment of those officials, politicians and goons responsible for this brutal killing of a revolutionary leader. 
The Home Minister of this country should break his silence act. The Central Government must answer for the death of a people’s 
leader. At the end of the demonstration, a memorandum was submitted to the Union Home Minister demanding a judicial inquiry 
on the brutal murder of Ganti Prasadam. 
 
The Organizations participated in the Demonstration. 
All India Federation of Trade Unions [AIFTU (New)], All India Students’ Association [AISA], Bigul Mazdoor Dasta, 
Campus Front of India [CFI],Communist Part of India Marxist-Leninist (New Democracy) [CPIML (ND)], Committee for 
Release of Political Prisoners [CRPP], Democratic Students’ Union [DSU], Inquilabi Mazdoor Kendra [IMK], Krantikari 
Lok Adhikar Sangathan, Krantikari Naujawan Sabha [KNS], Krantikari Yuva Sangathan [KYS], Mehnatkash Mazdoor 
Morcha [MMM], National Confederation of Human Rights Organisations [NCHRO], Nawjawan Bharat Sabha, New 
Democratic Party of India [NDPI], Nowroz, People’s Democratic Front of India [PDFI], People’s Front- Delhi [PF (Delhi)], 
Pratidhwani, Radical Notes, Revolutionary Democratic Front [RDF], Sanhati, Students Islamic Organisation [SIO], 
Viplava Sanskritik Manch, and individuals,  G N SAIBABA Asst. Professor Department of English Ram Lal Anand College 
University of Delhi 
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Condemn the unlawful arrest of Jayeeta Das, a 
people’s activist! 
Release Jayeeta Das unconditionally! 
Committee for the Release of Political Prisoners 

 
Once again the Special Task Force (STF) West Bengal have flouted every norms as they picked up Jayeeta 
Das, a people’s activist who has been active in the democratic and people’s movements in Kolkata, from the 
Charu market area around 2 pm on Friday August 2013. Later in the evening on the same day the STF raided 
and ransacked her house without any warrant and intimidated her family members. While all this intimidation 
was on the family members were kept in the dark about the arrest of Jayeeta Das. The STF further 
intimidated and forced the family to sign on blank papers. Only through the media did the family come to 
know that Jayeeta Das has been arrested. 
A cursory look into the conduct of STF and similar intelligence agencies in West Bengal and elsewhere in the 
subcontinent proves beyond doubt the utter disdain for norms and procedures by these agencies. The right to 
see the warrant as well as the information for the family about the arrest of Jayeeta are fundamental. These 
norms and procedures are crucial for the detained/arrested as well as her kith and kin as the only way to 
safeguard oneself from torture, mistreatment let alone to much needed and timely access to a lawyer of her 
choice. To deny all this and to keep the family members in the dark about her arrest is premeditated from the 
side of the intelligence agencies so as to force the family (as they were forced to sign blank papers) and the 
detained into some kind of confession that suits so as to incriminate them. 
This is not the first time that such acts of impunity have been committed by the intelligence agencies. On the 
contrary this has been the set pattern of the modus operandi of these agencies. That too despite several times 
the highest courts in the subcontinent having taken exception to such criminal conducts of the agencies. 
The CRPP strongly condemn such acts of impunity of the STF of West Bengal and demand the unconditional 
release of Jayeeta Das. We demand that pending her release she be given access to the lawyer of her choice 
and be produced at the earliest before the court. 
In Solidarity, 
 
 
SAR Geelani, President; Amit Bhattacharyya, General Secretary; Rona Wilson Secretary, Public Relations 



 

Success for 1 July International day of support 
to the People's War in India  
 
The International Committee salutes all people and organisations that in many countries have 
participated with different kind of actions at the International Day. 
IC prepares a complete report for the next weeks. 
IC prepares an international Bulletin about International Day. 
All people and organisations that want to send other texts, photos, videos, infos can make as 
soon as possible. 
Some comrades and organisations organize the 'international day' with actions in others days 
after the 1 July, this is good. The important is ten, hundred, thousand actions of support! 
 
IC salutes and supports the great decision of the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) 
that 'together with all revolutionary forces in the Philippines, declare July 2013 as Philippine 
Solidarity Month for the People’s War in India. The CPP issues this declaration in unity with 
the call of democratic and anti-imperialist forces for an international day of support for the 
people’s war in India on July 1". 
 
Now International Commitee sends to India comrades a report and it will ask a meeting for 
mutual information and for receiving all considerations and reflections about the 
continuations of the IC activity; but it is clear, IC is an autonomous committee international 
and internationalist of Maoist and anti-imperialist comrades and forces. 
We call all comrades and organisations that have participated in the International Day to send 
letters, documents, proposals about the new activity and actions of IC and about the new 
development of global international support . 
 
IC conveys an open but no public meeting for this debate and for taking new decisions in the 
21september 2013 in north Italy. If it needs the meeting will continue also in 22 September in 
the morning. 
IC calls to participate, with one – at most two – representative, all the organisations that have 
participated in the International Conference in Hamburg, all those who took part to the 1 July 
International Day and also all organisations that want to participate to the future common 
initiatives. 
The complete plan of this meeting, but not  list of participants, will be sent to all that ask to 
partecipate. 
 
red greetings 
IC SPW India  
6 july 2013 
 


